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SUMMARY 
University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover 

Center for Systems Neuroscience (CSN) 
Institute for Zoology 

 
Doctor of Philosophy 

(PhD) 

 
Synaptically evoked input-output functions in auditory brainstem nuclei 

by Nikolaos Kladisios 
 

 

This thesis aimed to investigate biophysical specializations of four auditory brainstem nuclei, the ventral 

nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (VNLL), the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB), the medial 

superior olive (MSO) and the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (DNLL). Neurons of each nucleus show 

distinct membrane and synaptic properties and perform individual tasks of auditory information 

processing. 

To biophysically characterize those nuclei, we employed electrophysiological methods on acute brain 

slices from pre-hearing and matured Mongolian gerbils and assessed the developmental changes in 

membrane and synaptic properties. Employing strength-duration curves, we were able to reliably 

estimate the number of minimum excitatory fibers needed to elicit onset and ongoing action potentials. 

Additionally, we detected the distinct expression and distribution of low and high voltage-activated 

potassium currents, and assessed the effect of acoustic experience in calcium signaling in the MSO. Finally, 

we investigated biophysical properties of MNTB neurons from a high frequency hearing specialist, the bat 

Phyllostomus discolor, and evaluated the action potential generation and temporal fidelity of these 

neurons. 

The VNLL receives large axosomatic synapses, emerging from contralateral octopus cells of the posterior 

ventral cochlear nucleus as well as inhibitory projections from the ipsilateral MNTB, thus processing 

monaural sound information. Multiple synapses converge on a single juvenile VNLL neuron, but after 

hearing onset, there is evidence of a functional one-to-one information transfer. The mature synapses 

mediate large, glutamatergic excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) and principal VNLL neurons 

integrate and convert the EPSCs to temporally accurate glycinergic output. In the VNLL, synaptic currents 

depress less compared with synapses from other auditory nuclei at frequencies up to 100 Hz, but short-

term depression (STD) is prevalent at 300 Hz. However, short-term facilitation emerges for 100 and 300 

Hz. We conclude that the VNLL cells, acting as temporally accurate relay neurons, encode bursts of activity 

more efficiently, and we speculate that their inhibitory output serves as a silence factor at higher 

processes. 

The MNTB also receives large, axosomatic synapses, called calyces of Held that emerge from globular 

bushy cells of the contralateral anterior ventral cochlear nucleus. It processes monaural acoustic 
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information and maintains the termporal accuracy of the cochlear nucleus. Every principal MNTB neuron 

is innervated by a single calyx. As in the VNLL, MNTB neurons receive large EPSCs and convert them to 

glycinergic output, targeting the MSO and the lateral superior olive (LSO), two nuclei central to sound 

localization processing. To accommodate their temporal precision and repetitive firing, MNTB neurons 

highly express voltage-activated Kv1.1 and Kv3.1 potassium channels. We demonstrated that the MNTB 

neurons are able to maintain firing at high frequencies. Bat MNTB neurons resembled those of gerbils, 

both in membrane and synaptic properties, indicating a similar functional role in the auditory circuitry. 

They are temporally accurate at onset stimulation, but temporal stability might be lost at high input-

output functions. Additionally, the prominent short-term facilitation that emerges at sound bursts might 

boost accuracy and guarantee output generation. 

MSO neurons receive bilateral excitatory inputs from the cochlear nuclei at their dendrites, and 

axosomatic, glycinergic inhibition from the MNTB and the lateral nucleus of the trapezoid body (LNTB). 

The MSO is implicated in the sound localization of low frequency tones in the azimuth. These cues arrive 

in both ears with sub-millisecond differences, called interaural time differences (ITDs). The rate coding of 

ITDs depends on coincident arrival of excitatory synaptic inputs and tuned by binaural inhibitory signals. 

Coincidence detection is supported by the low input resistance of MSO neurons, which is facilitated by 

enhanced expression of low and high voltage-activated potassium channels that are open at rest, and 

hyperpolarization-activated currents (Ih). The fast EPSC kinetics that emerge from GluR2-lacking glutamate 

receptors further promote coincident synaptic transmission. Output generation is supported at higher 

stimulation frequencies, probably boosted by intrinsic resonance frequencies. Masking ITD cues, while 

enhancing acoustic stimuli at the critical post-hearing period, accelerates the developmental calcium 

signaling refinement without affecting biophysical properties. Overall, postnatal development gives rise 

to highly specialized coincident integrators. 

The DNLL lies ventrally to the inferior colliculus (IC) in the fiber bundle of the lateral lemniscus. It is 

innervated by nuclei of the superior olivary complex (SOC) and projects GABAergic axons to the IC, and 

the contralateral DNLL through the commisures of Probst, retaining sensitivity to both ITDs and interaural 

intensity differences (IIDs). DNLL neurons are highly excitable and may elicit action potentials at rest in 

vitro. Nevertheless, they lose temporal fidelity when stimulated with high frequencies, requiring multiple 

summating inputs to produce faithful output, thereby acting as temporal integrators. NMDAR-mediated 

currents boost action potential generation in a frequency-dependent manner. DNLL neurons show 

postsynaptic modifications in input integration that is presumably caused by inactivation of sodium or 

potassium channels. 

Overall, this study provided a compact developmental and biophysical characterization of four auditory 

brainstem nuclei that are involved in different aspects of sound perception. The development of 

membrane time constant τ and EPSC decay time are distinct in the different nuclei and support the 

stimulus time relationship in the auditory brainstem circuitry. Moreover, the relationship between τ and 

EPSC, describing their biophysical relay and integration properties matches with their synaptic aspects. 

Parts of our research have been published in three scientific papers and a manuscript that is due for 

publication is provided. 
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Tierärztliche Hochschule Hannover 

Zentrum für Systematische Neurowissenschaften (ZSN) 
Insitut für Zoologie 

 
Doctor of Philosophy 

(PhD) 

 
Synaptisch evozierte Eingangs-Ausgangs-Funktionen in auditorischen Hirnstammkernen 

von Nikolaos Kladisios 
 
 

Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, biophysikalische Spezialisierungen von vier auditorischen Hirnstammkernen, 

dem ventralen Kern des lateralen Lemniscus (VNLL), dem medialen Kern des Trapezkörpers (MNTB), der 

medialen oberen Olive (MSO) und dem dorsalen Kern des lateralen Lemniscus (DNLL) zu untersuchen. 

Neuronen der spezifischen Kerne zeigen unterschiedliche Membran- und synaptische Eigenschaften und 

führen individuelle Aufgaben der auditorischen Informationsverarbeitung aus. 

Um diese Kerne biophysikalisch zu charakterisieren verwendeten wir elektrophysiologische Methoden an 

akuten Hirnschnitten von Mongolischen Rennmäusen jeweils vor Hörbeginn und im gereiften Stadium 

und bewerteten die Entwicklungsänderungen der Membran- und synaptischen Eigenschaften. Mithilfe 

von Kraft-Dauer-Kurven konnten wir die Anzahl der minimalen exzitatorischen Fasern, die erforderlich 

sind, um den Beginn und fortwährende Aktionspotentiale hervorzurufen, zuverlässig abschätzen. 

Gleichzeitig haben wir die unterschiedliche Expression und Verteilung von durch niedrige und hohe 

Spannung aktivierten Kaliumströmen festgestellt und den Effekt der akustischen Erfahrung bei der 

Kalziumsignalisierung in der MSO bewertet. Schließlich untersuchten wir die biophysikalischen 

Eigenschaften des MNTB in einem Hochfrequenz-Hörspezialisten, der Fledermaus Phyllostomus discolor, 

und analysierten die Erzeugung des Aktionspotentials und die zeitliche Genauigkeit. 

Der VNLL empfängt große axosomatische Synapsen, die aus kontralateralen Oktopuszellen des hinteren 

ventralen Cochlea-Kerns hervorgehen, und inhibitorische Projektionen vom ipsilateralen MNTB, wodurch 

monaurale Schallinformationen verarbeitet werden. Mehrere Synapsen konvergieren auf einem 

einzelnen juvenilen VNLL-Neuron, aber es gibt Hinweise darauf, dass nach dem Einsetzen des Hörens ein 

Eins-zu-Eins-Innervationsmuster vorliegt. Funktionell vermitteln die Synapsen große glutamaterge 

exzitatorische postsynaptische Ströme (EPSCs), und VNLL-Neurone integrieren und wandeln die EPSCs in 

einen zeitlich genauen glyzinergischen Output um.  NMDA-Ströme können die Erregbarkeit erhöhen, 

obwohl bei hohen Frequenzen Informationen verloren gehen können. Biophysicalisch gesehen 

deprimieren VNLL-Synapsen der Mongolischen Rennmaus, im Vergleich zu anderen Kernen, bei 

Frequenzen bis zu 100 Hz weniger. Bei Stimulation von 300 Hz jedoch, ist eine Kurzzeit-Depression (STD) 

vorherrschend. Für Stimuli zwischen 100 und 300 Hz ergibt sich Kurzzeitfaszilitierung. Wir schließen 

daraus, dass VNLL-Zellen, welche als zeitlich genaue Weiterleitungsneuronen fungieren, Aktivitätsimpulse 

effizienter codieren und deren inhibitorischer Output bei höheren Prozessen als Ruhefaktor dient, der 

dabei hilft, Lücken in den Vokalisationen zu erkennen. 
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Der MNTB empfängt ebenfalls große axosomatische Synapsen, sogenannte Held-Kelche, die aus 

kugelförmigen buschigen Zellen des kontralateralen anterioren ventralen Cochlea-Kerns hervorgehen. 

Auf diese Weise verarbeiten MNTB Neurone monaurale akustische Informationen, wobei die temporale 

Genauigkeit des Cochlea-Kerns erhalten bleibt. Jedes MNTB-Neuron ist von einer einzelnen Held-Synapse 

innerviert. Wie auch der VNLL, erhalten MNTB-Neuronen große EPSCs und wandeln sie in glyzinerge 

Fasern um, welche hauptsächlich die  MSO und die laterale obere Olive (LSO) innervieren, zwei Kerne, die 

für die Verarbeitung der Schalllokalisierung von zentraler Bedeutung sind. MNTB-Neurone exprimieren 

spannungsaktivierte Kv1.1- und Kv3.1-Kaliumkanäle, welche deren  zeitliche Präzision und  wiederholte 

Aktivität ermöglichen.  Wir haben gezeigt, dass der MNTB-Kern in der Lage ist, seine Aktivität auch bei 

hohen Frequenzen aufrechtzuerhalten. MNTB-Neurone in der Fledermaus ähnelten denen von 

Rennmäusen, sowohl in ihren Membran- als auch in ihren synaptischen Eigenschaften, was auf eine 

ähnliche funktionelle Rolle im auditorischen Schaltkreis hinweist. Sie sind bei Beginn der Stimulation 

zeitlich genau und weisen auch bei höheren Stimulationsfrequenzen eine zeitliche Stabilität auf. Darüber 

hinaus kann die ausgeprägte Kurzzeitfaszilitierung, die bei abrupten Geräuschen auftritt, die Genauigkeit 

erhöhen und die Ausgangs-Erzeugung gewährleisten. 

 MSO Neuronen erhalten an ihren Dendriten-Eingang von bilateralen exzitatorischen Fasern aus den 

Cochlea-Kernen und axosomatische, glyzinerge Inhibition vom medialen und lateralen Kern des 

Trapezkörpers (MNTB und LNTB). Der MSO ist an der Schalllokalisierung von Niederfrequenztönen im 

Azimut beteiligt. Diese Signale kommen an beiden Ohren mit Unterschieden von weniger als einer 

Millisekunde an, was als interaurale Zeitdifferenz (ITDs) bezeichnet wird. Die Ratencodierung von ITDs 

hängt von der gleichzeitigen Ankunft von exzitatorischen-synaptischen Eingängen ab und wird durch 

binaurale Hemmsignale abgestimmt. Die Koinzidenzerkennung wird durch den geringen 

Eingangswiderstand der MSO-Neuronen unterstützt, der durch eine verstärkte  Expression von im 

Ruhezustand geöffnetenspannungs-aktivierten Kaliumkanälen und durch Hyperpolarisation-aktivierte 

Ströme (Ih) ermöglicht  wird. Die schnelle EPSC-Kinetik, die aus GluR2-fehlenden Glutamatrezeptoren 

hervorgeht, fördert die koinzidente synaptische Übertragung weiter. Die Ausgangserzeugung wird bei 

höheren Stimulationsfrequenzen unterstützt, was wahrscheinlich durch Eigenresonanzfrequenzen 

verstärkt wird. Das Maskieren von ITD-Hinweisen verstärkt zwar die akustischen Reize in der kritischen 

Zeit nach dem Hören, beschleunigt jedoch die Verfeinerung der Kalziumsignale in der Entwicklung, ohne 

die biophysikalischen Eigenschaften zu beeinträchtigen. Insgesamt führt die postnatale Entwicklung zu 

hochspezialisierten koinzidenten Integratoren. 

Der DNLL liegt ventral zum Colliculus inferior (IC) im Faserbündel des lateralen Lemniscus. Er wird von 

Kernen des Superior Olivary Complex (SOC) innerviert und projiziert GABAergische Axone auf den IC und 

den kontralateralen DNLL über die Probst-Kommissuren, wobei die Empfindlichkeit sowohl für ITDs als 

auch für interaurale Intensitätsunterschiede (IIDs) erhalten bleibt. DNLL-Neuronen sind schnell erregbar 

und können in vitro im Ruhezustand Aktionspotentiale hervorrufen. Daher sind sie biophysikalisch so 

ausgestattet, dass sie einsetzende Geräusche einfach weiterleiten können. Sie verlieren jedoch die 

Wiedergabegenauigkeit wenn sie mit hohen Frequenzen stimuliert werden, weshalb es einer Summierung 

von Eingängen bedarf, um einen genauen Ausgang zu erzeugen , wobei sie als zeitliche Integratoren 

fungieren. NMDAR-vermittelte Ströme steigern die Erzeugung von Aktionspotentialen frequenzabhängig. 
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DNLL-Neurone zeigen postsynaptische Modifikationen bei der Eingangsintegration, die vermutlich durch 

Inaktivierung von Natrium- oder Kaliumkanälen verursacht werden. 

Insgesamt lieferte diese Studie eine kompakte entwicklungsbezogene und biophysikalische 

Charakterisierung von vier auditorischen Hirnstammkernen, die an verschiedenen Aspekten der 

Schallwahrnehmung beteiligt sind. Die Entwicklung der Membranzeitkonstante τ und der EPSC-zeit sind 

in den verschiedenen Kernen unterschiedlich und unterstützen die Stimuluszeitbeziehung in der 

auditorischen Hirnstammschaltung. Darüber hinaus stimmt die Beziehung zwischen τ und EPSC, die ihre 

biophysikalischen Relais- und Integrationseigenschaften beschreibt, mit ihren synaptischen Aspekten 

überein. 

Teile unserer Forschung wurden in drei wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten veröffentlicht, und ein Manuskript, 

das zur Veröffentlichung ansteht, wird bereitgestellt. 
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1. Information flow in nervous tissue 

 

Neurons are the basic information processing units of the nervous tissue. They share the same organelles 

with other cells, but functionally differ due to their electrogenic activity. They receive inputs as electric 

signals, process them and generate output that is forwarded through their axons. The communication 

between two neurons is achieved at synapses, where the pre- and post-synaptic neurons form a 

specialized junction. The most common type of neuronal communication in the mammalian brain takes 

place through chemical synapses. 

At the active zones of a chemical synapse, synaptic vesicles carrying neurotransmitters are docked near 

the membrane. Incoming action potentials depolarize the membrane and cause calcium influx through 

voltage-gated calcium channels. Calcium interacts with synaptic vesicles, docked near the endings, causing 

them to fuse with the membrane and release their neurotransmitter content in the synaptic cleft (Peters 

and Palay, 1996). Those neurotransmitters bind on postsynaptic receptors, causing them to open and 

allow ion flow. The postsynaptic currents are transformed into voltage signals, which are propagated 

towards the soma reaching the axon initial segment (AIS), the most proximal part of the axon (Coombs et 

al., 1957). If the incoming currents are strong enough to depolarize the membrane above current 

threshold, an all-or-nothing action potential is initiated in the AIS. Multiple inputs can summate either 

temporally or spatially to increase the probability of output generation. Finally, the elicited action 

potentials are forwarded towards the axonal endings, initiating again neurotransmitter release in the 

synaptic cleft. 

Information flow in the auditory brainstem nuclei is mediated through chemical synapses. The most 

common neurotransmitters in this system are glutamate, which evokes excitatory postsynaptic currents, 

and glycine and γ-aminobutyric (GABA), which mediate inhibitory currents (Meldrum, 2000; Gundersen 

et al., 2005; Ngo and Vo, 2019). The probability that a neuron elicits an action potential depends on the 

interplay between excitatory and inhibitory inputs that are integrated and is described by synaptically 

evoked input-output functions.  

 

1.1. Membrane biophysics 

 

Biological membranes are an indispensable part of every cell. Besides providing a natural barrier to 

extracellular surroundings, they are crucial for cellular adhesion and metabolic exchange. Additionally, 

membranes of excitable cells contain ion channels and pumps that passively and actively allow passage 

of specific ions. As these signals can be measured, the biophysics of the excitable membrane is at the core 

of electrophysiological studies. 
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1.1.1. The neuronal RC circuit 

 

Every neuronal membrane displays two properties that are central to electrogenic activity. First, they 

allow selective ion passage and conductivity through integrated channels. Seconds, they can separate 

charge inside and along the plasma membrane. In that aspect, they resemble a resistor-capacitor (RC) 

electrical circuit, as depicted in figure 1.1. 

Open channels that allow ion flow can be represented as conductance, the reciprocal of resistance. More 

open channels increase conductance, hence decrease resistance. Injected current charges the capacitor 

and causes a shift in voltage. This current can be described by Ohm’s law: 

I = V / R 

After the capacitor charges, voltage reaches a steady value V0 with an exponential decay, according to: 

V(t) = V0 x e-t/RC 

The time required for the voltage to reach V0/e, or around 63% of V0 is called membrane time constant τ 

and can be described as the linear product of resistance and capacitance: 

τ = R x C  

 

 

Figure 1.1: A. Simplified resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit, representing the capacitive and resistive elements of the 

biological membrane. B. When current is injected (upper trace), the membrane charges with different time courses 

according to passive properties of neurons (lower trace). Low input resistance results in fast voltage deflection (red 

trace). 
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Generally, a rapid τ allows for fast signal integration. Due to the rapid voltage signaling, incoming 

summating inputs have a small time window to summate and elicit an action potential. On the other hand, 

a slow τ allows broader voltage depolarization, where inputs summate more easily over time (Figure 1.1). 

Neurons of the auditory brainstem that require high temporal fidelity, such as the medial superior olive 

(MSO), tend to have lower time constants (Rall, 1960; Koch et al., 1996). Conversely, neurons that 

integrate temporally summated synaptic inputs have higher membrane time constants (Geiger et al., 

1997; Cathala et al., 2003). The input resistance R also plays a role in the neuronal voltage response. Low 

R leads to smaller depolarization and synaptic inputs need to be spatially summated, in order to reach the 

voltage threshold level. The MSO has extremely low R (Scott et al., 2005; Chirila et al., 2007; Couchman 

et al., 2010) and is therefore biophysically equipped for the detection and integration of coinciding events. 

The interplay between the time course of synaptic inputs and membrane time constants also influences 

postsynaptic integration. Faster τ allows a smaller portion of the EPSC to charge the membrane and a 

larger to be integrated through R. In the extreme case of the MSO, the EPSC decay time and membrane 

time constant almost coincide, improving thereby its coincidence detection. 

 

1.1.2. Voltage-gated ion channels 

 

Voltage-gated ion channels are transmembrane proteins that open by detecting changes in the membrane 

potential and allow the passage of selective ions. These channels are crucial in conveying the electrogenic 

activity of neurons. The successive activation and inactivation of voltage-gated sodium and potassium 

channels allow neurons to depolarize above voltage threshold and elicit an action potential, or repolarize 

the cell to resting levels. Ion channels from different families exert individual effects on voltage signaling. 

In this chapter, only members of voltage-gated potassium and calcium channels that we investigated 

during this study are introduced. 

 

1.1.2.1. Voltage-gated potassium channels 

 

Voltage-gated potassium channels (VGKCs) form a diverse family of transmembrane proteins that 

selectively allow permeation of potassium ions, when the membrane voltage is charged and are important 

for shaping action potential generation and propagation. Kv channels consist of four α subunits of the 

same subfamily and are assembled as homo-, or heterotetrameric complexes (MacKinnone, 1991). To 

date, more than 40 Kv channel α subunits have been described, categorized in 12 subfamilies (Kv1-Kv12) 

(Gutman et al., 2005). In neuronal tissue, Kv channels are expressed in different sub-compartments with 

distinct developmental patterns (Gurantz et al., 1996; Höltje et al., 2007). In general, Kv4 VGKCs are 

mostly expressed in the dendrites, Kv2 in the soma, Kv1 and Kv7 in the AIS, and Kv1 and Kv3 in the nodes of 

Ranvier (Rasmussen and Trimmer, 2019).  
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Kv1 are low voltage-activated channels with fast kinetics. Eight subfamilies have been described, six of 

which can be found in the brain (Kv1-6) (Vacher et al., 2008). Functionally, they are involved in the 

regulation of action potential firing threshold and amplitude (Dodson et al., 2002). They have also been 

shown to promote temporally accurate output by lowering the membrane time constant (Klug and 

Trussell, 2006). In the auditory system, Kv1 channels are abundantly expressed in nuclei that fire single 

action potentials with reduced synaptic jitter (Johnston et al., 2010). 

Two members of the Kv2 subfamily have been described, the Kv2.1 and Kv2.2. Those channels can form 

heterotetramers with subunits of the Kv5, Kv6, Kv8 and Kv9 subfamilies. They are high voltage-activated 

channels with slow activation kinetics and promote high frequency firing (Johnston et al., 2008; Guan et 

al., 2013). Members of the Kv3 subfamily also activate at high voltages, but with fast kinetics. Four 

members (Kv3.1-Kv3.4) have been identified and expressed in nervous tissue. Kv3.1 and Kv3.2 induce non-

inactivating delayed rectifier currents, and Kv3.3 and Kv3.4 rapid A-type currents. Their activation voltage 

can be reached only during action potential generation and they contribute to fast repolarization and 

rapid firing at high frequency stimulations (Rudy and McBain, 2001; Boddum et al., 2017; Kaczmarek and 

Zhang, 2017). 

Neurons of the auditory brainstem that require temporal precision, such as the MNTB and MSO neurons 

of the superior olivary complex (SOC) show high expression of low voltage-activated potassium channels. 

These currents orchestrate the onset firing pattern, by rapidly counteracting the depolarization of long 

stimuli (Brew and Forsythe, 1995; Dodson et al., 2002; Johnston et al., 2010). Neurons of the matured 

ventral nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (VNLL) also highly express Kv1.1 channels (Rosenberger et al., 

2003) and display onset firing (Caspari et al., 2015; Franzen et al., 2015). In the MNTB, the rapid 

deactivation of Kv3 channels is responsible for the brief action potentials. Those channels open after the 

voltage threshold has been reached, and contribute to brief afterhyperpolarizations (Brew and Forsythe, 

1995; Johnston et al., 2010). Therefore, they are instrumental in firing high frequency repetitive action 

potentials (Rudy and McBain, 2001; Cao et al., 2007).  

 

1.1.2.2. Voltage-gated calcium channels 

 

Calcium is an important second messenger that is involved in a plethora of neuronal tasks. It participates 

in the formation of neuronal networks (Michaelsen and Lohmann, 2010) and regulates electric activity 

(Simons, 1988) and synaptic plasticity (Feldman, 2012). It also modulates long-term depression and 

potentiation (Antunes et al., 2016) that leads to memory formation (Eccles, 1983). Calcium is also 

important for neuronal homeostasis (Gleichmann and Mattson, 2011) and its regulation can prevent 

apoptosis (Franklin and Johnson, 1992). Calcium enters the neuron through glutamate receptors and 

voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs). 

VGCCs are composed of four or five subunits (Striessnig, 1999; Cattarall, 2011). The α1 subunit forms the 

conduction pore and senses membrane voltage deflections. α1 subunits may associate with α2δ, β and γ 
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subunits, according to the channel type (Zamponi et al., 2015). Ten α1 subunits have been identified and 

categorized in three families, the Cav1, Cav2 and Cav3. Members of the Cav1 and Cav2 families mediate 

high voltage-activated, and of the Cav3, low voltage-activated currents. Channels of the Cav1 family 

account for excitation-contraction coupling of skeletal, smooth and cardiac muscles and mediate L-type 

currents, which are long-lasting with slow inactivation (Cattarall, 2011). They are also expressed in 

neurons, where they play a role in gene expression and cell survival (Lipscombe et al., 2004). Cav2 are 

predominantly expressed in the neuronal presynaptic terminals, where they are involved in synaptic 

transmission. Cav2.1, Cav2.2 and Cav2.3 mediate P/Q-, N-, and R- type currents. Finally, Cav3 channels 

conduct T-type currents (Cattarall, 2005), show fast inactivation kinetics (Nowycky et al., 1985) and 

contribute to synaptic plasticity (Leresche and Lambert, 2017). 

Calcium is important for the normal developmental function of auditory brainstem neurons, as 

exemplified below. Elimination of Cav1.3 channels leads to substantial loss of cell volume in all auditory 

brainstem nuclei, a procedure preceding hearing onset (Hirtz et al., 2011). Especially in the lateral superior 

olive (LSO), Cav1.3-deficiency causes malformation of principal neurons, and alteration of firing behavior 

from onset to multiple firing pattern, caused by downregulation of dendrotoxin (DTX)-sensitive Kv1.2 

channels (Hirtz et al., 2011). The MNTB-LSO projection is also impaired. A shift from mixed GABA-

/glycinergic to pure glycinergic innervation did not succeed before hearing onset, as in normal neurons 

and the topography was impaired (Hirtz et al., 2012). Similarly, normal development and synaptic 

transmission of inner hair cells were compromised, when Cav1.3 were missing (Brandt et al., 2003). In 

summary, VGCCs are instrumental in the normal development and function of auditory brainstem 

neurons. 

 

1.2. Synaptic transmission 

 

Synaptic transmission through chemical synapses is the most common path for neuronal communication. 

The basic prerequisite for chemical transmission is the presynaptic synthesis and storage of 

neurotransmitters in synaptic vesicles and their subsequent release. These vesicles are then docked at the 

membrane at the active zone. Incoming action potentials activate and open VGCCs, allowing calcium 

influx. Calcium binds to synaptotagmin, which in turn interacts with the SNARE complex, facilitating the 

fusion of the synaptic vesicles with the membrane and subsequent neurotransmitter release in the 

synaptic cleft (Tang et al., 2006; Südhof and Malenka, 2008). These neurotransmitters bind to receptors 

on the postsynaptic membrane, which open and allow ion flow into the postsynaptic neuron (Südhof and 

Malenka, 2008). Finally, neurotransmitters are removed from the synaptic cleft either through 

degradation, or reuptake into the presynaptic neuron or neighboring glial cells (Purves et al., 2001), 

terminating synaptic transmission. 
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1.2.1. Short-term plasticity 

 

Synaptic transmission is a dynamic and history-dependent event. The synaptic efficacy is influenced by 

pre- and postsynaptic modulatory mechanisms resulting in short-term plasticity (STP). Depending on the 

stimulation frequency, STP is broadly divided in short-term depression (STD), where synaptic strength is 

decreased after continuous stimulations, and short-term facilitation (STF), where excitatory postsynaptic 

currents (EPSCs) increase in size. Both STD and STF can coexist in a synapse and merge into each other. 

The release probability, size of readily releasable pool, calcium influx and calcium buffering are important 

presynaptic mechanisms that govern STP. Depletion of readily releasable vesicles is a major cause of STD, 

even at low stimulation frequencies (Schneggenburger et al., 2002; Hennig, 2013). A different mechanism 

that contributes to STD is the decrease of release probability during stimulation (Xu and Wu, 2005) by 

inactivation of VGCCs (Forsythe et al., 1998). Additionally, postsynaptic receptor saturation and 

desensitization of postsynaptic receptors may decrease the synaptic strength (Trussell et al., 1988; Foster 

et al., 2002; Sun and Beierlein, 2010).  

STF can be induced by frequency-dependent increase in vesicle release probability, as observed in avian 

cochlear nucleus angularis (MacLeod et al., 2007) and mouse deep cereberal nuclei (Turecek et al., 2016). 

The increased release probability is caused by calcium influx through VGCCs that is added to the local 

residual calcium concentration from the previous stimulus (Xu-Friedman and Regehr, 2004). In active 

zones, calcium is rapidly buffered with Ca2+ chelators, such as calbindin, calretinin and parvalbumin. 

However, when calcium buffer concentration is low, or when high stimulation frequency causes calcium 

buffer saturation, facilitation may take place (Felmy et al., 2003; Burnashev and Rozov, 2005). 

Furthermore, in some synapses, N-type VGCCs evoke high calcium influx that leads to short-term 

facilitation by eliciting multivesicular release (Chamberland et al., 2017). 

STP has functional consequences for information processing in the neural circuit. Facilitating synapses 

encode activity bursts and can act as high-pass filters (Atluri and Regehr, 1996). Conversely, depression 

imposes low-pass filtering, by conveying the onset of neuronal activity (Rose and Fortune, 1999). 

Synapses that depress mediate a dynamic gain control mechanism (Abbott et al., 1997), introducing 

changes in input-output relationships (Rothman et al., 2009). Additionally, synaptic depression has 

functional implications on temporal integration. A depressed synapse may shorten the integration time 

window for summating inputs, thus improving coincidence detection (Kuba et al., 2002; Cook et al., 2003). 
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1.2.2. Glutamate Receptors 

 

Ionotropic glutamate receptors are integrated tetrameric cation channels in the postsynaptic membrane. 

Four types have been identified; α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA), N-

methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA), kainite and δ receptors (Traynelis et al., 2010; Yuzaki and Aricescu, 2017). 

The most common glutamate receptors on the mammalian auditory brainstem are AMPARs and NMDARs 

(Caicedo and Eybalin, 1999). 

AMPARs are homo- or heterotetrameric channels of subunits GluR1-4 (Coombs et al., 2019) and mediate 

fast excitatory neurotransmission in the mammalian brain. When glutamate contacts the extracellular 

binding sites at the synaptic cleft, the channel opens and cations flow across the cell membrane. The 

majority of AMPARs are heterotetramers containing GluR2 (Greger et al., 2002). This subunit plays an 

important role in receptor function, kinetics, and Ca2+ permeability. It is also subject to RNA editing, where 

a glutamine codon from the unedited GluR2(Q) is replaced with an arginine codon in the edited GluR2(R) 

subunit (Wright and Vissel, 2012).  If the GluR2(R) subunit is present, AMPARs display linear I-V 

relationship and are Ca2+-impermeable. GluR2-lacking receptors, or AMPARs with the edited GluR2(Q) 

subunit exhibit inward rectification due to block by endogenous polyamines (Isaac et al., 2007; 

Hammond, 2015) (Figure 1.2). Furthermore, alternative splicing of all subunits leads to two distinct 

variants, flip and flop, each of which possesses distinct desensitization and deactivation kinetics (Koike et 

al., 2000). In nuclei of the auditory brainstem that process temporal integration, most AMPARs express 

low GluR2 and high GluR4 subunits that have fast kinetics (Geiger et al., 1995). The presence of GluR2 

subunits can be pharmacologically described by a selective GluR2-lacking antagonist, IEM-1460 (Tikhonov 

et al., 2009). It has been shown that the MNTB and LSO contain 33.3% and 38% GluR2-lacking AMPARs 

respectively, but the SPN exclusively expresses the GluR2 subunit (Felix and Magnusson, 2016; Lujan et 

al., 2019) 

NMDARs are ionotropic glutamate receptors that activate slower than AMPARs and mediate long-lasting 

EPSCs (Hestrin et al., 1990). They functionally differ from other glutamate receptors in their voltage-

dependent activation and high permeability to calcium ions. Also, they require both glutamate and glycine 

(or D-serine) binding for channel opening (Traynelis et al., 2010). Seven genes that express three subunits 

have been described; the GluN1, GluN2A-D and GluN3A-B (Johnson and Ascher, 1987; Sibarov and 

Antonov, 2018). The receptors are heterotetrameres composed mostly of GluN1 and GluN2 subunits, with 

the former offering a binding site for glycine and the latter for glutamate (Hansen et al., 2018). At resting 

potentials, extracellular magnesium ions severely block ion influx through the pore. Depolarization 

removes this block in a voltage-dependent manner, so that current-voltage relationships at negative 

potentials exhibit non-linear, sigmoid activation course (Liu et al, 2001; Iacobucci and Popescu, 2017) 

(Figure 1.2). Thus, in neurons AMPAR-induced depolarization removes the magnesium block, allowing 

NMDARs to pass current. NMDARs are present in developing auditory brainstem neurons, but are 

downregulated for the matured MSO and MNTB (Porres et al., 2011; Berger et al., 2014; Kladisios et al., 

2020). Still, they persist in nuclei of the lateral lemniscus (Siveke et al., 2018), but their synaptic currents 

are attenuated. 
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Figure 1.2: Synaptic transmission through AMPA and NMDA receptors. A. AMPAR- (black) and NMDAR-mediated 

(gray) EPSCs have different amplitudes and kinetics. B. Linear AMPA and non-linear NMDA IV relationships. NMDA 

channels are closed at negative step potential, due to magnesium block. 

 

1.3. The Mammalian Auditory Pathway 

1.3.1. The cochlea and sensory receptors of the auditory system 
 

The mammalian ear is divided in the outer, middle and inner ear. The pinna of the outer ear directs 

incoming sound waves to the tympanic membrane of the middle ear. The small vibrations are amplified 

and conveyed to the inner ear via the connected ossicles (malleus, incus and stapes). The stapes thus 

mechanically transduces pressure waves to the endolymph-filled cavity of the snail-formed cochlea 

through the fenestra vestibule (oval window) (Ekdale, 2016). These ocsillations are detected by the basilar 

membrane of the Organ of Corti, a pseudo-resonant structure. At its base, the basilar membrane is stiffer 

and at its apex wider, thus it vibrates best along its length at characteristic frequencies of the incoming 

sound waves (Békésy, 1960). This tonotopic gradient is preserved in higher auditory centers (Ryan et al., 

1982; Kandler et al., 2009). On top of the basilar membrane, one row of inner hair cells (IHC) and three 

rows of outer hair cells (OHC) are positioned. The IHC mechanoelectrically transform respective sound 

tones to electrical signals, which are forwarded to Type I fibers, the somata of which reside in the spiral 

ganglion, a part of the vestibulocochlear nerve (CN VIII) (Webster et al., 1992; Fettiplace, 2017; Bordoni 

et al, 2020). Those first order neurons in turn exit the cochlea and terminate at the cochlear nuclear (CN) 

complex. Type II spiral ganglion neurons, a smaller population of spiral ganglia, are unmyelinated and 

innervate the OHC, controlling the cochlear amplifier (Froud et al., 2015; Carricondo and Romero-Gómez, 

2019). 
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1.3.2. The Cochlear Nucleus Complex 

 

The CN complex is divided into the anterior ventral (AVCN), posterior ventral (PVCN) and dorsal cochlear 

nuclei (DCN), each populated by distinctive neuronal types (Webster and Trune, 1982). As soon as the 

auditory fibers of the spiral ganglion enter the CN complex, they bifurcate to ascending branches that 

innervate the AVCN and descending branches, passing through the PVCN and terminating in the DCN, 

retaining the cochlear tonotopical organization, with high frequency representation at dorsal parts of the 

respective nuclei (Leake and Snyder, 1989). 

The predominant cell type of the AVCN is round bushy cells with one or two largely branched dendrites 

(Smith and Rhode, 1987). In the anterior-rostral area, these neurons possess a spherical soma and are 

called spherical bushy cells (SBC), while those of a more posterior-caudal position are oval and named 

globular bushy cells (GBC) (Osen, 1969; Brawer et al., 1974), although this distinction is not clear cut in all 

mammals (Lauer et al., 2013). Terminal axons of Type I spiral ganglion neurons engulf bushy cells, forming 

large axosomatic endings, called endbulbs of Held (Ryugo and Fekete, 1982). The glutamatergic  endbulb 

of Held contains a plethora of active zones, supporting a one-to-one information transfer of cochlear 

activity with low jitter, maintaining temporal cues that are crucial for sound localization, especially for low 

frequency tones (Sento and Ryugo, 1989). After exiting the CN complex, bushy cells innervate nuclei of 

the SOC. 

The PVCN contains neurons with varying morphology, but the octopus cells are the most striking. Their 

soma can be spherical to oval and large dendrites extend unilaterally with little arborization. Those 

neurons are clustered in the octopus cell area (OCA), at the dorsal and caudal area of the PVCN (Osen, 

1969; Kane, 1973). Auditory nerve fibers contact those cells with small bouton synaptic endings as they 

proceed towards the DCN, with low frequencies innervating near the cell body, and higher frequencies 

distally on the dendrites. Thus octopus cells respond to wider frequency bands, maintaining tonotopical 

organization (Oertel et al., 2000). Contrary to bushy cells, the input resistance of octopus cells is low (<10 

MΩ) and their output generation requires summation of multiple inputs. Therefore, they detect 

coincident firing and convey precise temporal information (Golding et al, 1995; Cai et al., 1997; McGinley 

et al., 2012). Recent in vivo recordings corroborate this temporal precision and demonstrate that they can 

phase lock accurately to click sounds up to 400 Hz (Lu et al., 2018). Octopus cells project glutamatergic 

processes to the contralateral superior periolivary nucleus (SPN) and VNLL. 

 

1.3.3. The Superior Olivary Complex 

 

The superior olivary complex (SOC) is located in the pons in most mammals and it is the first relay point 

where binaural information is processed. Most ascending fibers arise from the AVCN, either from the 

ipsilateral CN, or crossing the midline through the trapezoid body from the contralateral side. Four main 

nuclei have been described in the SOC, the LSO, the MSO, the MNTB and the SPN. The size and position 
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of those nuclei differ between mammals (Irving and Harrison, 1967; Grothe and Park, 2000), probably 

reflecting different mechanisms of auditory processing. Periolivary nuclei surround those structures and 

contribute to ascending and descending auditory pathways, either projecting mostly to the inferior 

colliculus (IC), or forming efferent innervations to OHC of the cochlea (Lopez-Poveda, 2018). 

 

1.3.3.1. The MNTB 

 

Neurons of the MNTB receive large nerve terminals originating from GBCs of the contralateral AVCN. 

Those axonal endings engulf the principal neurons, forming the calyx of Held, a large glutamatergic 

auditory synapse (Schneggenburger and Forsythe, 2006). A principal MNTB neuron receives a single calyx 

of Held, although two calyces have been occasionally observed at immature neurons in young (P7-12) 

mice (Bergsman et al., 2004). Dendrites typically extend beyond the boundaries of the MNTB, but their 

number and arborization rate seems to be species-dependent (Banks and Smith, 1992). Non calyceal, 

probably dendritic synaptic inputs are observed, although their origin, whether they arrive from 

collaterals of neighboring calyces or from axons of SBC, is not yet clear (Hamann et al., 2003). Inhibitory 

inputs in MNTB neurons have also been documented. Principal MNTB neurons receive mostly glycinergic 

inhibitory fibers, while GABA contribution is attenuated after cellular maturation (Awatramani et al., 

2004; Mayer et al., 2014). Glycinergic inputs arise either as recurrent collateral axons from the principal 

neurons themselves (Kubarawa and Zook, 1991), or more often, as axonal projections from the ipsilateral 

ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body (VNTB) that end in several somatic synaptic boutons (Albrecht at 

al., 2014) (Figure 1.3). MNTB neurons project, in turn, to the MSO and LSO (Banks and Smith, 1992; 

Kuwabara and Zook, 1992), as well as the ventral and intermediate nuclei of the lateral lemniscus (Kelly 

et al., 2009), relaying sharply tuned inhibition (Sommer et al., 1993). 

Developmentally, the calyx of Held likely reaches functional maturity at P14 (Kandler and Friauf, 1993), 

although the fenestration process continues until past P26 according to the neuronal tonotopical 

arrangement (Ford et al., 2009). At this stage, MNTB neurons reliably transmit frequencies up to 800 Hz 

(Tachenberger and von Gersdorff, 2000) and can phase lock up to 1000 Hz (Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 

2003). Functionally, MNTB neurons are often considered passive relays, converting strong excitatory 

inputs to temporally precise inhibitory signals that play a prominent role in horizontal sound localization 

(Oertel, 1999). Specifically, by innervating the soma of the MSO, and the soma and proximal dendrites of 

the LSO, they provide information for computing ITDs and IIDs from both ears (Grothe et al., 2010). In 

order to facilitate those functions, MNTB neurons fire at high frequencies and with precise timing (Kopp-

Scheinpflug et al., 2008), in part due to high expression of Kv1.1 (Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2003) and Kv3.1 

potassium channel subunits (Song et al., 2005). Therefore, the strong excitatory signal conveyed through 

the calyx of Held supports faithful signal transmission.  
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1.3.3.2. The MSO 

 

In most low frequency hearing mammals the MSO is situated medially to the LSO and is composed of 

mainly bipolar cells, the somata of which are aligned along a dorsoventral axis and their dendrites extend 

bilaterally towards both ears (Kiss and Majorossy, 1983; Rautenberg et al., 2009). Neurons on more 

ventral positions are better tuned for high frequency sounds and low frequencies are over-represented 

(Goldberg and Brown, 1969). The MSO is the first level of the auditory pathway to receive converging 

binaural auditory information (Perkins, 1973). Principal neurons receive excitatory inputs from SBCs of 

both CN to the dendrites and partially on the soma (Couchman et al., 2012). At the same time, they 

receive axosomatic glycinergic inputs from the ipsilateral MNTB and LNTB (Clark, 1969; Kapfer et al., 

2002), which in turn are innervated by glutamatergic inputs from contra- and ipsilateral GBCs, respectively 

(Spirou and Berrebi, 1996; Smith et al., 2000). Excitatory fibers of the MSO project to the ipsilateral, and 

sometimes to the contralateral IC (Glendenning et al., 1981). Collaterals also innervate the lateral 

lemniscus, especially the DNLL (Schwartz, 1992; Oliver et al., 1995) (Figure 1.3). 

The MSO is implicated in horizontal sound localization, coding ITDs of low frequency tones (Grothe et al., 

2010). Not all mammals utilize ITD information. Those that lack low frequency hearing show a less 

structured MSO alignment (Kapfer et al., 2002; Fischl et al., 2016), or in extreme cases, such as in 

hedgehogs, it appears completely missing (Masterton et al., 1975; Masterton, 1984). The MSO is, 

however, present in echolocating bats, but its innervation pattern can differ, since it mostly receives and 

codes monaural stimuli that phase lock to the envelope of high frequency sounds (Grothe et al., 1992; 

Neuweiler and Schmidt, 1993). 

 

Figure 1.3: Main innervating and projecting fibers of MNTB and MSO neurons. Principal MNTB neurons receive single 

axosomatic axons from globular bushy cells of the AVCN and send glycinergic fibers towards the LSO, MSO and nuclei 

of the lateral lemniscus. MSO neurons receive binaural excitatory, axodendritic fibers from spherical bushy cells of 

the AVCN, and axosomatic glycinergic fibers from ipsilateral LNTB and MNTB neurons. In turn, they project fibers to 

DNLL neurons of both sides. 
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Biophysically, neurons of the MSO are considered among the fastest systemic coincidence detectors of 

the mammalian brain, able to distinguish ITDs on a microsecond scale (Chirila et al., 2007). This ability is 

based on interplay between relatively few large excitatory and inhibitory inputs mediated through AMPA 

and glycine receptors (Brand et al., 2002; Pecka et al., 2008; Couchman et al., 2010). Coincident excitatory 

inputs generate short and temporally accurate action potentials. On the same time, strong inhibition 

tunes ITD detection (Brand et al., 2002; Pecka et al., 2008; Myoga et al., 2014). ITD sensitivity is further 

refined by the distinct pattern expression of VGKCs, and hyperpolarization-activated and cyclic nucleotide-

gated (HCN) channels (Scott et al., 2005; Mathews et al., 2010; Khurana et al., 2011; Baumann et al., 

2013; Myoga et al., 2014; Nabel et al., 2019), which are open near resting potential. Members of the DTX-

sensitive Kv1 family, which are widely expressed in the auditory system, contribute significantly to 

accurate subthreshold voltage processing (Mo et al., 2002; Svirskis et al., 2002; Mathews et al., 2010; 

Khurana et al., 2011; Myoga et al., 2014). These channels are differentially distributed in the MSO, where 

Kv1.1 and Kv1.6 channels are biased to the soma and co-localize with glycinergic inputs (Nabel et al., 2019). 

On the other hand, HCN1 channels are equally distributed through the cell, contributing to low input 

resistance and membrane time constants (Khurana et al., 2011; Nabel et al., 2019). 

Late postnatal maturation of MSO neurons is crucial for their primary role in binaural processing. Shortly 

after hearing onset of gerbils around P10-12 (McFadden et al., 1996), Kv1.1 channel expression increases 

substantially, resulting in a significant decrease of inputs (Scott et al., 2005; Chirila et al., 2007; Kladisios 

et al., 2020). Murine MSO neurons also refine their passive properties, but to a lesser degree (Fischl et 

al., 2016), providing an argument that mice do not effectively discriminate ITDs. Hearing onset promotes 

dendritic pruning that precedes maturation of passive and synaptic properties (Chirila et al., 2007). 

Glycinergic inputs originating from the MNTB of pre-hearing animals synapse both at dendrites and the 

soma. Shortly after hearing onset and depending on normal acoustic experience of the animal, inhibition 

is restricted to the soma (Werthat et al., 2008). This refinement only takes place for low frequency hearing 

mammals that facilitate ITDs (Kapfer et al., 2002) and is crucial for adult-like development of ITD tuning 

(Seidl and Grothe, 2005). Calcium signaling is also developmentally regulated and influenced by acoustic 

experience, leaving GluR2-lacking AMPARs as the only calcium source in mature animals (Franzen et al., 

2020). Overall, intrinsic mechanisms and acoustic experience tune principal MSO neurons in order to 

resolve sub-millisecond ITDs in the azimuth. 

 

1.3.4. The Lateral Lemniscus 

 

The lateral lemniscus is a fiber tract in the brainstem that connects the CN and SOC with the IC. Three 

nuclei can be distinguished in most mammals; the dorsal (DNLL), intermediate (INLL) and ventral nuclei of 

the lateral lemniscus (VNLL). For this work, only the DNLL and VNLL are discussed. However, very little is 

known about the cellular and systemic properties of the INLL. 
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1.3.4.1. The VNLL 

 

The mammalian VNLL is located on the ventral side of the lemniscal fiber tract. Its anatomical organization 

is species-specific. On one side, cell uniformity seems to span the VNLL in opossums and rats (Willard and 

Martin, 1983; Merchán and Berbel, 1996), while in echolocating bats a clear distinction in sub-nuclei has 

been observed (Covey and Casseday, 1986; Vater et al., 1997). A less explicit differentiation is found in 

gerbils, cat and guinea pigs (Whitley and Henkel, 1984; Schofield and Cant, 1997; Caspari et al., 2015), 

where a dorsal and ventral part of the VNLL differ in morphology and biophysical parameters. Globular 

neurons in the ventral VNLL receive large excitatory projections from octopus cells, arising from the 

contralateral PVCN (Schonfield and Cant, 1997). These thick axons traverse the midline and terminate on 

the principal cells with somatic calyceal synapses, called endbulbs of Held (Berger et al., 2014). 

Additionally, bushy cells of the AVCN innervate the dorsal VNLL (Friauf and Osteald, 1988). VNLL neurons 

receive strong, temporally precise inhibition that either originates from the MNTB (Kelly et al., 2009), or 

from intrinsic collaterals of the ventral VNLL (Nayagam et al., 2005). Neuromodulatory excitatory activity, 

mediated through muscarinic acetylcholine receptors has also been observed, but its origin is not clear 

(Caspari et al., 2015; Franzen et al., 2015). In turn, they project glycinergic inhibitory axons that innervate 

the ipsilateral INLL and DNLL and terminate in the IC (Zook and Casseday, 1982) (Figure 1.4). 

Neurons of the ventral VNLL elicit onset type firing pattern and their EPSCs are large and fast (Caspari et 

al., 2015), mediated by one or two endbulbs of Held (Berger et al., 2014). Postnatal developmental 

refinements include a decrease in input resistance (Franzen et al., 2015) and an increase of EPSC strength, 

contributing to accurate output generation. The low input resistance of the octopus cells (Golding et al., 

1995) allows them to detect coincidence from many auditory nerve fibers (ANF) that process a broad 

frequency range (McGinley et al., 2012) and thereby forward the onset of broadband sounds with high 

temporal precision (Oertel et al., 2000) towards the VNLL. Since VNLL neurons receive large calyceal 

synapses, they are believed to relay fast and reliable information. It has been shown that VNLL neurons 

respond efficiently to the beginning of an acoustic stimulus after brief pauses (Recio-Spinoso and Rhode, 

2020), indicating that they can detect onset transients during speech. This mechanism is believed to be 

important for speech recognition (Oertel et al., 2017). Furthermore, VNLL neurons phase-lock and spike 

more consistently to the sound’s envelope at relatively low modulation frequency (around 100 Hz) (Zhang 

and Kelly, 2006), reflecting their intrinsic membrane resonance (Fischer et al., 2018), thus acting as 

envelope modulation filters (Recio-Spinoso and Joris, 2014). 

 

1.3.4.2. The DNLL 

 

The DNLL lies dorsally on the fiber tract of the lateral lemniscus, just ventral to the IC. It receives its main 

excitatory fibers from the MSO and LSO, and collaterals from the contralateral AVCN and PVCN 

(Glendenning et al., 1981; Kelly et al., 2009). In addition, glycinergic fibers from the ipsilateral MNTB, 
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LNTB and VNLL, as well as GABAergic projections from the contralateral DNLL, delivered via the 

commissure of Probst have been observed (see Felmy, 2019 for review). In turn, it projects GABAergic 

fibers to the contralateral DNLL and both sides of the IC (Bajo et al., 1993) (Figure 1.4). 

Developmental maturation in DNLL neurons persists after hearing onset. Intrinsic properties accelerate, 

neurons become more excitable (Porres et al., 2011; Ammer et al., 2012; Kladisios et al., 2020) and 

latency time decreases (Ahuja and Wu, 2000). Also, GABAergic and glutamatergic inputs accelerate, 

providing fast and accurate time windows for signal integration (Ammer et al., 2012). NMDAR-mediated 

current decreases but persists in matured neurons, contributing to action potential generation (Porres et 

al., 2011; Ammer et al., 2012; Kladisios et al., 2020). 

Due to the glutamatergic innervation of contralateral LSO and ipsilateral MSO, those neurons are sensitive 

to IIDs and ITDs (Shneiderman et al., 1988; Covey, 1993; Siveke et al., 2006), retaining binaural 

information from the nuclei of the SOC. Furthermore, short tones that favor the inhibitory, contralateral 

ear suppress the ipsilateral discharge that persists several milliseconds after the tone is muted (Pecka et 

al., 2007). This persistent inhibition that suppresses echo perception and facilitates sound localization is 

supported by spillover and asynchronous release (Ammer et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 1.4: Innervation pattern of the VNLL and DNLL. VNLL neurons receive monaural excitation from octopus cells 

of the contalateral PVCN and glycinergic inputs from MNTB, and perhaps LNTB. It projects fibers towards the INLL, 

DNLL and IC. DNLL neurons receive binaural information from MSO and LSO, and glycinergic inhibition from MNTB 

neurons. In turn, they send GABAergic axons to the contralateral DNLL through the commissure of Probst, and 

innervate the IC. 
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1.4. Animal models 

 

For this study, Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) and pale spear-nosed bats (Phyllostomus 

discolor) were used to investigate biophysical properties of specific auditory brainstem nuclei. 

Mongolian gerbils offer the advantage of hearing both low and higher frequencies, ranging from 100 Hz 

to 60 kHz (Ryan, 1976; Engel, 2008; Ravicz et al., 2008), resembling the low frequency range of humans 

that is absent in rats and mice (Otto and Jürgen, 2012) and bats (Kössl and Vater, 1995). Although the 

cochlea is functional as early as ten days after birth (P10), conductivity of air pressure through the middle 

ear is impaired, until P12 (Cohen et al., 1992) and complete auditory response is achieved around P16 

(McFadden et al., 1996). This late postnatal maturation provides a time window for developmental and 

experience-dependent auditory research.  

Phyllostomus discolor are echo-locating, omnivorous bats from Central and South America that emit 

multiharmonic, downward frequency-modulated (FM) echolocation calls, which the bats utilize for 

foraging (Hoffmann et al., 2008). Their hearing range covers a large spectrum from 5 to 140 KHz (Esser 

and Daucher, 1996; Linnenschmidt and Wiegrebe, 2019). On account of their echolocating abilities, their 

auditory system has undergone refinements, so that bats can detect sub-millisecond differences in arrival 

time, in order to construct an acoustic image from echoes (Grinnell, 1995). Their brainstem auditory 

pathway has been proposed to be the most differentiated from all other mammals (Covey and Casseday, 

1995). 

 

1.5. Aims 

 

This study aimed to electrophysiologically characterize and examine the developmental maturation of 

four auditory brainstem nuclei. Thereafter, we aimed to study the input-output functions by investigating 

the minimum number of excitatory fibers needed to elicit onset and ongoing action potentials. For one 

ultra-fast coincidence detector nucleus, the MSO, we additionally wanted to investigate the distribution 

of VGKCs, which play a central role in the fast voltage signaling. For the MSO, we also questioned whether 

developmental mechanisms exist, that regulate calcium signaling. Finally, we aimed to compare 

membrane and firing properties of matured MNTB neurons from Mongolian gerbils and Phyllostomus 

discolor, a high frequency listener. Thus, this work is governed by exploring the biophysically tuned 

synaptically evoked input-output functions of auditory brainstem neurons in a physiologically relevant 

environment. 
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1.6. Overview 

 

The overarching theme of this thesis is how biophysical specializations of auditory brainstem neurons 

shape their input-output functions.  

In the first study we demonstrated that voltage-gated potassium channel subunits are distributed in 

distinct patterns in the soma and dendrites of the MSO of Mongolian gerbils, an ultra-fast nucleus that 

detects coincident events. Low voltage-activated potassium channels are confined in the soma, and high 

voltage-activated channels are preferentially expressed at distal dendrites and are open at rest. 

Computational models showed that the latter play a role in coincidence detection by modulating the 

integration time window. 

In the second study we investigated the refinement of calcium signaling in the medial superior olive of 

Mongolian gerbils. We demonstrated that a short time period after hearing onset exists, where calcium 

signaling declines. This refinement is accelerated by omnidirectional white noise, that generates dubious 

sound localization cues, but increases overall neuronal activity. The only source of calcium influx remain 

the GluR2- lacking AMPARs that are expressed predominantly in matures MSO neurons. 

The third study examined the synaptic and membrane properties of four auditory brainstem nuclei of pre-

hearing and matured Mongolian gerbils, and investigated the number of required inputs to generate 

temporally precise output. We confirmed that the ventral nucleus of the lateral lemniscus and the medial 

nucleus of the trapezoid body faithfully convert and relay their strong calyceal inputs. The MSO required 

more inputs to detect coincident events and the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus was easily 

excitable but not as temporally accurate.  

The fourth study investigated the cellular physiology of principal MNTB neurons from a high frequency 

hearing specialist, the bat Phyllostomus discolor. We reported that bat MNTB neurons resemble those of 

rodents in their membrane and synaptic properties. Functionally, they are able to successfully follow high 

stimulation frequencies and reach temporal stability. Due to their prominent short-term facilitation and 

depression, they act as band-pass filters, responding best at the onset of burst activity. 
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2. Distinct Distribution Patterns of Potassium Channel Sub-

Units in Somato-Dendritic Compartments of Neurons of the 

Medial Superior Olive 
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Patterns of Potassium Channel Sub-Units in Somato-Dendritic Compartments of Neurons of the Medial 

Superior Olive. Frontiers in cellular neuroscience, 13, 38. 
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Abstract 

 

Coincidence detector neurons of the medial superior olive (MSO) are sensitive to interaural time 
differences in the range of a few tens of microseconds. The biophysical basis for this remarkable acuity is 
a short integration time constant of the membrane, which is achieved by large low voltage-activated 
potassium and hyperpolarization-activated inward cation conductances. Additional temporal precision is 
thought to be achieved through a sub-cellular distribution of low voltage-activated potassium channel 
expression biased to the soma. To evaluate the contribution of potassium channels, we investigated the 
presence and sub-cellular distribution profile of seven potassium channel sub-units in adult MSO neurons 
of gerbils. We find that low- and high voltage-activated potassium channels are present with distinct sub-
cellular distributions. Overall, low voltage-activated potassium channels appear to be biased to the soma 
while high voltage-activated potassium channels are more evenly distributed and show a clear expression 
at distal dendrites. Additionally, low voltage-activated potassium channel sub-units co-localize with 
glycinergic inputs while HCN1 channels co-localize more with high voltage-activated potassium channels. 
Functionally, high voltage-activated potassium currents are already active at low voltages near the resting 
potential. We describe a possible role of high voltage-activated potassium channels in modulating EPSPs 
in a computational model and contributing to setting the integration time window of coincidental inputs. 
Our data shows that MSO neurons express a large set of different potassium channels with distinct 
functional relevance.  
 
Keywords: medial superior olive, potassium channel, potassium currents, sub-cellular localization, 
postsynaptic integration 
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3. Activity-Dependent Calcium Signaling in Neurons of the 

Medial Superior Olive during Late Postnatal Development 
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Abstract 

 

The development of sensory circuits is partially guided by sensory experience. In the medial superior olive 
(MSO), these refinements generate precise coincidence detection to localize sounds in the azimuthal 
plane. Glycinergic inhibitory inputs to the MSO, which tune the sensitivity to interaural time differences, 
undergo substantial structural and functional refinements after hearing onset.  Whether excitation and 
calcium signaling in the MSO are similarly affected by the onset of acoustic experience is unresolved. To 
assess the time window and mechanism of excitatory and calcium-dependent refinements during late 
postnatal development, we quantified EPSCs and calcium entry in MSO neurons of Mongolian gerbils of 
either sex raised in a normal and in an activity altered, omnidirectional white noise environment. Global 
dendritic calcium transients elicited by action potentials disappeared rapidly after hearing onset. Local 
synaptic calcium transients decreased, leaving a GluR2 lacking AMPAR-mediated influx as the only activity-
dependent source in adulthood. Exposure to omnidirectional white noise accelerated the decrease in 
calcium entry, leaving membrane properties unaffected. Thus, sound-driven activity accelerates the 
excitatory refinement and shortens the period of activity-dependent calcium signaling around hearing 
onset. Together with earlier reports, our findings highlight that excitation, inhibition, and biophysical 
properties are differentially sensitive to distinct features of sensory experience. 
 
Keywords: activity dependence, calcium current, calcium influx, excitatory currents, medial superior olive, 
postnatal development 
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4. Minimal Number of Required Inputs for Temporally Precise 

Action Potential Generation in Auditory Brainstem Nuclei 
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Abstract 

 

The auditory system relies on temporal precise information transfer, requiring an interplay of 
synchronously activated inputs and rapid postsynaptic integration. During late postnatal development 
synaptic, biophysical, and morphological features change to enable mature auditory neurons to perform 
their appropriate function. How the number of minimal required input fibers and the relevant EPSC time 
course integrated for action potential generation changes during late postnatal development is unclear. 
To answer these questions, we used in vitro electrophysiology in auditory brainstem structures from pre-
hearing onset and mature Mongolian gerbils of either sex. Synaptic and biophysical parameters changed 
distinctively during development in the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB), the medial superior 
olive (MSO), and the ventral and dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (VNLL and DNLL). Despite a 
reduction in input resistance in most cell types, all required fewer inputs in the mature stage to drive 
action potentials. Moreover, the EPSC decay time constant is a good predictor of the EPSC time used for 
action potential generation in all nuclei but the VNLL. Only in MSO neurons, the full EPSC time course is 
integrated by the neuron’s resistive element, while otherwise, the relevant EPSC time matches only 5–
10% of the membrane time constant, indicating membrane charging as a dominant role for output 
generation. We conclude, that distinct developmental programs lead to a general increase in temporal 
precision and integration accuracy matched to the information relaying properties of the investigated 
nuclei. 
 
Keywords: auditory brainstem, postnatal development, action potential generation, synaptic 
transmission, superior olive, lateral lemniscus 
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Cellular Physiology of principal MNTB neurons of the bat 

Phyllostomus discolor 

 

 

5.1. Abstract 

 

The medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB) is a mammalian brainstem nucleus involved in the 

processing of sound localization. Properties of MNTB neurons have been extensively investigated in 

various mammals with high and low frequency hearing ability, but biophysical data for a small-headed, 

exclusively high frequency hearing specialist, like the bat, are missing. Here, we examined the membrane 

and synaptic properties of principal MNTB neurons of the bat Phyllostomus discolor. We detected 

similarities with MNTB neurons of non-echolocating mammals in their resting potential, membrane time 

constants and input resistance. We noticed that near current threshold, the success rate of action 

potential generation in response to hair comb stimulations drops in a frequency-dependent manner that 

may be caused by prolonged afterhyperpolarization. We described the typical DTX-sensitive potassium 

currents and confirmed the somatic expression of the underlying Kv1.1 channels. Synaptic excitatory 

postsynaptic currents mediated through the calyx of Held are large and fast and show frequency-

dependent facilitation followed by depression. In response to stimulation of 300 Hz and above, onset 

facilitation occurs. Synaptic depression appears smaller and less dependent on stimulus frequency, 

compared to rodents. We note that in a fraction of neurons, a small portion of slowly replenishable, 

superprimed synaptic vesicles might play a role in short-term plasticity. Dynamic clamp injections of train 

stimulations revealed that MNTB neurons were able to fire reliably, but success rate decreased near 

conductance threshold. Also, driven by STP and independent of initial conductance amplitude, the latency 

of evoked action potentials increased during the stimulus duration, indicating poor temporal fidelity of 

the spike generator. We thus propose that the large excitatory inputs promote information transfer with 

high fidelity, but with low temporal constancy, and bat MNTB neurons relay sound onset with exquisite 

temporal precision. 
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5.2. Introduction 

 

The medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB) is embedded in neural circuits that process sound 

localization. Each principal MNTB neuron receives a single glutamatergic axosomatic synapse, called calyx 

of Held, arising from globular bushy cells of the contralateral anteroventral nucleus of the cochlear 

nucleus (Harrisson and Warr, 1962; Ryugo and Rouiller, 1988; Smith et al., 1991; Bergsman et al., 2004; 

Baydyuk et al., 2016). The excitatory information is rapidly converted to glycinergic inhibition projecting 

to other nuclei of the ipsilateral superior olivary complex (SOC) and lateral lemniscus (Glendenning et al., 

1981; Borst and van Hoeve, 2012; Altieri et al., 2014). 

Synaptic transmission via the calyx of Held has been extensively investigated in cats and rodents (Guinan 

and Li, 1990; Banks and Smith, 1992; Forsythe, 1994; Borst et al., 1995; Taschenberger and von 

Gersdorff, 2000; Futai et al., 2001). Somatic excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) are large and fast 

due to simultaneous neurotransmitter release from numerous active zones (Sätzler et al., 2002). These 

EPSCs are integrated rapidly via the cell’s capacitive element and the voltage-activated conductances, 

increasing temporal precision and fidelity (Forsythe, 1994; Cathala et al., 2003; Kaczmarek et al., 2005; 

Kladisios et al., 2020). In vitro, those synapses undergo frequency-dependent short-term depression (STD) 

(von Gersdorff et al., 1997; Wang and Kaczmarek, 1998), but synaptic plasticity may play only a marginal 

role in vivo (Lorteije et al., 2009; Crins et al., 2011). STD can be biophysically caused by depletion of 

synaptic vesicles (Neher, 2015; Taschenberger et al., 2016) or calcium channel inactivation (Forsythe et 

al., 1998; Catterall and Few, 2008; Catterall et al., 2013). Additionally, short-term facilitation (STF) has 

been observed in response to high stimulation frequencies at the calyx of Held (Schneggenburger et al., 

1999; Felmy et al., 2003), mainly due to low release probability (Regehr, 2012), calcium current facilitation 

(Díaz-Rojas et al., 2015) and buffer saturation (Matveev et al., 2004). 

Principal MNTB neurons generate action potentials that provide accurate inhibition to binaural detector 

neurons in the SOC that are crucial for resolving the horizontal origin of sounds (Myoga et al., 2014). In 

MNTB neurons, high somatic expression of low voltage-activated Kv1 channels allows only onset action 

potential generation (Brew and Forsythe, 1995; Dodson et al., 2002; Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2003). 

Moreover, the presence of Kv3 channels enables repetitive firing at high frequencies (Rudy and McBain, 

2001). This pharmacological expression pattern may be a blueprint for nuclei with high firing rate involved 

in temporal processing. 

However, data on postsynaptic voltage signaling in respect to action potential generation are sparse in 

the MNTB. Moreover, the functional role of the SOC in bats as high frequency specialists that facilitate 

bio-sonar, has not been well described and may deviate from other animal models. For example the 

medial superior olive (MSO), which is innervated by MNTB projections and has atrophied in high frequency 

rodents (Fischl et al., 2016), is prevalent in bats and seems to be involved in other neuronal tasks, such as 

pattern recognition and  binaural filtering (Grothe et al., 1994; Grothe and Park, 2000). Whether the bat 

MNTB is therefore constrained to different biophysical properties is not yet resolved. 

Here we investigate membrane and synaptic properties of principal MNTB neurons of the echo-locating 

bat Phyllostomus discolor. These omnivorous bats emit brief, frequency modulated sounds to detect prey 
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and can perceive tones of up to 140 kHz (Esser and Daucher, 1996; Linnenschmidt and Wiegrebe, 2019). 

We show that MNTB neurons reliably generate action potentials with high fidelity and temporal accuracy 

at stimulation onset. Also, low voltage-activated Kv1 channels are abundantly expressed on the soma and 

convey DTX-sensitive potassium currents. Synaptic inputs are usually large but show less frequency-

dependent short-term plasticity (STP) that is composed of an interplay between facilitation and 

depression. 

 

5.3. Methods 

Animals 

 

The colony of Phyllostomus discolor bats was kept at the institute’s animal facility with 12 h light/dark 

cycle, with darkened red light during the light phase. The temperature was kept constant at 25-28oC with 

humidity at 70%. The bats had access to a diet of bananas, small insects, oatmeal and water ad libitum. 

All experiments concerning animals were reviewed and approved by the university and local authorities 

according to German and international laws. 

 

Preparation 

 

Animals were deeply anesthetized with isofluran, decapitated and the brains were removed in slice 

solution consisting of (in mM): 120 sucrose, 25 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 3 MgCl2, 0.1 CaCl2, 

25 glucose, 0.4 ascorbic acid, 3 myo-inositol, and 2 Na-pyruvate, which was bubbled with 95 % O2 and 5 

% CO2 resulting in a pH of 7.4. Slices of 200 μm thickness containing the MNTB were taken with a VT1200S 

vibratome (Leica) and were incubated for 45 min at 34oC in recording solution containing (in mM): 125 

NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 MgCl2, 1.2 or 2 CaCl2, 25 glucose, 0.4 ascorbic acid, 3 myo-

inositol, and 2 Na-pyruvate, bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 with a pH of 7.4. 

 

Electrophysiology 

 

Whole-cell recordings were performed at 34-36oC on slices containing the MNTB and MSO, which were 

identified and visualized with a Retiga 2000DC camera connected to a TILL Photonics System (FEI) and a 

monochromator (Polychrome V), or with a pco.edge 3.1 camera, both mounted on a chamber where 

heated recording solution was continuously perfused. Recordings were acquired with EPC10/2 USB 

amplifiers controlled by Patchmaster (HEKA). All potentials recorded and presented have been corrected 

for liquid junction potential (LJP), calculated with custom written IGOR Pro scripts according to Barry 

(1994). The internal solution for current and dynamic clamp recordings contained (in mM): 145 K-

gluconate, 15 HEPES, 4.5 KCl, 7 Na2-phosphocreatine, 2 Mg-ATP, 2 K2-ATP, 0.3 Na2-GTP and 0.5 K-EGTA, 

or 0.5 Na-EGTA for recording potassium currents, resulting in a LJP of 15.95 mV. The internal voltage clamp 
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solution for fiber stimulation experiments contained (in mM): 130 Cs-gluconate, 20 TEA-Cl, 10 HEPES, 5 

Cs-EGTA, 5 Qx-314, 5 Na2-phosphocreatine, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na2-GTP and 0.1 spermine and had a LJP of 13.3 

mV. Data were acquired with a sample rate of 20 μs and filtered at 3 kHz. Electrode resistance ranged 

from 3 to 5 MΩ and access resistance was compensated to a residual of 2 MΩ during voltage clamp 

experiments. In current and dynamic clamp the access resistance was bridge balanced to 100% and no 

holding current was applied. Whole-cell potassium currents were pharmacologically isolated with 

SR95531 (10 μM), strychnine (0.5 μM), DNQX (20 μM), DAP5 (50 μM), ZD7288 (50 μM), Cd2+ (100 μM) and 

TTX (1 μM). DTX-sensitive Kv1 currents were blocked with 80 nM dendrotoxin (DTX). DTX was dissolved 

and applied in cytochrom C to reduce absorption. Cells were held at -73 mV for 100 ms and at -83 mV for 

500 ms. Afterwards, a step potential of 1 second from -83 mV to 27 mV with 10 mV steps was injected 

and the currents were recorded. 

To quantify the membrane time constant (τmem) of MNTB and MSO neurons, we injected hyperpolarizing 

currents of -5 pA for at least 50 repetitions and fitted an exponential at onset on the average traces. Input 

resistance (Rin) was calculated by hyperpolarizing the neurons with -5 mV and applying Ohm’s law (Rin = 

(V/Iss)), where Iss is the current deflection. The effective capacitance (Ceff) was estimated from the ionic 

charge at the beginning of the stimulus. To estimate the voltage threshold, we injected ramp currents 

with 0.3 ms rise and 0.8 ms descending duration with 100 pA intervals. For the first suprathreshold event, 

we plotted a phase graph of dV/dt against V and chose the voltage where the slope rapidly increases as 

voltage threshold. Its voltage difference from the peak of the action potential was defined as action 

potential amplitude, and the duration between rise and fall level equal to half the distance between 

voltage threshold and action potential peak as halfwidth. Finally, the afterhyperpolarization (AHP) 

duration, i.e. the time difference between the voltage drop below resting potential, during the 

repolarization phase of the action potential, and its return to resting potential was calculated for each 

neuron. Current-voltage relationships were acquired on the same neurons, by injecting 0.5 s long square 

steps, initiating at 950 pA and decreasing with 100 pA intervals. The minimum voltage deflection (Vmin) at 

the beginning of the pulse was subtracted from the steady state voltage to estimate the sag potential. The 

efficacy of MNTB neurons to respond suprathreshold against train stimuli was challenged by injecting hair 

comb stimuli of 0.5 ms long square waveforms, with a current amplitude equal to 10% above threshold 

and different interstimulus frequencies (50, 100, 300, 400, 500, 666 and 800 Hz). Those stimuli were 

repeated 10 times and the average success rate of action potential generation for each pulse was 

calculated. 

To stimulate the calyx of Held synapse, a glass pipette of up to 5 MΩ, filled with recording solution was 

placed in the vicinity of MNTB neurons and 200 μs long biphasic voltage pulses of varying strength were 

triggered via the amplifier and delivered by a Model 2100 Isolated Pulse Stimulator (A-M Systems). 

Inhibitory currents were blocked with 1 μM strychnine and 10 μM SR95537. After detecting synaptic 

inputs, EPSC size and kinetics in response to step potentials ranging from -93 to 67 mV with 10 mV intervals 

were measured. The EPSC decay time (τEPSC) was calculated by fitting an exponential from the current 

peak. Since EPSCs showed a prominent inward rectification at positive voltages, we calculated rectification 

indices (RI), according to Scheuss and Bonhoeffer (2014) as follows: a straight line was fitted from -93 to 

-23 mV and projected at positive voltages. The RI was defined as the ratio of the measured to the projected 
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current value at 47 mV. Additionally, trains of 20 pulses at 10, 50, 100, 300 and 500 Hz stimulated the 

synapse. STP was quantified by normalizing the envelope EPSC peaks to the first pulse. Steady state 

depression was determined as the average STP ratio of the last 3 pulses. 

In order to assess the excitability of MNTB neurons to physiological EPSCs, we applied the dynamic clamp 

interface introduced by Yang et al. (2015). We produced trains of excitatory postsynaptic conductances 

(EPSGs) with 10, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 800 Hz, where each pulse decayed with the median EPSC decay 

time. Two sets of EPSG templates were created, one with equal conductance amplitudes for each pulse 

and another with STP, where the amplitudes facilitated or depressed according to the average ratios 

measured previously. Since no STP data were collected from 800 Hz stimulation train paradigms, we 

produced those templates with 10% more STF and STD than the 500 Hz EPSGs. Injected linear, AMPAR-

mediated currents were calculated online, according to: IAMPA = G(t) (Vm – Vrev). For the dynamic clamp 

experiments, the LJP was corrected online. After determining conductance threshold for action potential 

generation, neurons were first injected with conductance amplitudes equal to a single average EPSG, and 

then with 10% above threshold. Each template was presented 10 times, and the average number of action 

potential events was calculated. Latency, i.e. the time difference between stimulus to action potential 

peak and synaptic jitter, i.e. the standard deviation of latency, were also calculated.  

Finally, to assess the absolute refractory period, we injected two conductance pulses with equal amplitude 

and interstimulus intervals ranging from 100 to 0.5 ms at one average input and at 10% above threshold. 

The cutoff frequency, where neurons could no longer integrate a second input, was measured for both 

conditions. 

 

Histology 

 

Bats were euthanized in carbon dioxide. Subsequently, they were transcardially perfused with cold Ringer 

solution and tissues were fixated with 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA) with 15% picric acid. Brains were 

removed and further fixated for 4 h at 4oC and were later washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 

consisting of (in mM): 138 NaCl, 2.7 KCl, 10.2 Na2HPO4, and 1.76 KH2PO4, adjusted to pH 7.4. The tissue 

was embedded in agar and transversal slices of 50 μm were obtained with a vibratome Ci 7000 (Campden 

Instruments). Free-floating slices were washed in PBS, treated with sodium borohydride (NaBH4) to reduce 

autofluorescence and subsequently with blocking solution (0.5% Triton, 1% bovine serum albumin and 

0.1% saponin, diluted in PBS) for 30 minutes. Afterwards, they were incubated for 3 days at 4oC in blocking 

solution containing primary antibodies (Kv1.1; Alomone, rabbit, 1:2000, MAP; Origene, chicken, 1:1000), 

washed in washing solution (0.5% Triton and 0.1% saponin diluted in PBS) and incubated in secondary 

antibodies (Cy3; Dianova, donkey anti-rabbit, 1:400, Alexa488; Dianova, donkey anti-chicken, 1:300) for 4 

hours in room temperature. After washing, slices were mounted on microscope slides embedded in 

fluorescence mounting medium (VECTASHIELD©, Vector Laboratories). Fluorescent images were 

obtained with a confocal laser microscope (Leica TCS SP5, Leica Microsystems GmBH, Wetzlar, Germany). 

Overview images were taken with a 20x objective, and insets with a 63x objective. 
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Data analysis and Statistics 

 

Data were analyzed with IGOR Pro 7 (Wavemetrics) using custom-written procedures and Microsoft Excel. 

Membrane properties of figure 1A, D, E and G, as well as synaptic decay time and rectification index of 

figure 4B are shown as median, and first and third quartiles. All other data are presented as 

average±standard error of means (SEM). We used Student’s and paired t-test, and one-way ANOVA with 

post-hoc Tuckey test for statistical comparison between normally distributed data. The significance level 

was set at 0.05. The results of figure 1 were acquired from 7 animals, with overall 23 MNTB and 2 MSO 

neurons. From those animals, 16 neurons were used for the results of figure 3. For the fiber stimulation 

experiments of figure 4, we used 6 animals with 8 MNTB neurons, and for the dynamic clamp experiments 

shown in figures 5 and 6, 6 animals with overall 22 MNTB neurons were recorded. Finally, we used 5 

animals for 6 recorded neurons for the potassium current analysis of figure 2. 

 

 

5.4. Results 

 

Membrane properties of bat MNTB neurons 

 

To gain insights into the basic properties of bat MNTB principal neurons we first assessed the membrane 

characteristics of 23 neurons. The median resting membrane potential was -69 mV ranging from -75 to -

63 mV (Figure 1A). In comparison, we obtained two recordings from cells located in the bat MSO with 

resting potentials in the same range (Figure 1A). The membrane time constant was extracted from the 

average voltage response to a -5 pA hyperpolarization step (Figure 1B) and had a median of 2.13 ms 

(Figure 1D), while the two MSO neurons showed slightly faster values. The input resistance and cell 

capacitance were quantified from the steady state current and charging transient of a -5 mV 

hyperpolarization step (Figure 1C and E). The median input resistance and cell capacitance were 72.81 

MΩ and 12.68 pF, respectively (Figure 1E). Again, the two MSO neurons had similar input resistances but 

the somatic compartment appeared smaller (Figure 1D). Overall, the described membrane properties of 

adult bat MNTB principal cells is similar to those observed in gerbils (Kladisios et al., 2020), mice (Wu and 

Kelly, 1991) and rats (Banks and Smith, 1992) and the MSO values corresponded more to mouse than 

gerbil neurons (Scott et al., 2005; Chirila et al., 2007; Fischl et al., 2016). 

Action potential parameters were determined from the first supra-threshold event to an increasing 

triangular current injection of 0.3 ms rise and 0.8 ms declining time (Figure 1F). The median voltage 

threshold for MNTB neurons amounted to -52.83 mV and was lower in the two MSO neurons (Figure 1G). 

Action potential halfwidth, measured as the distance between voltage threshold and peak amplitude, was 

202.67 μs in median (Figure 1G). The action potential amplitude was measured from resting potential to 

peak voltage response and had a median value of 70.17 mV (Figure 1G). Again, these action potential 

voltage parameters are similar to values from other species (Banks and Smith, 1992; Brew and Forsythe, 

1995). We also assayed the firing behavior with 500 ms long step current injections and each neuron only 
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responded with an onset action potential (Figure 1I). Similar to VNLL neurons (Franzen et al., 2015), the 

current threshold for the ramp stimuli required twice as much current to excite the neuron compared 

with square steps. The median current threshold for triangular and step stimulations were 761 and 348 

pA respectively (Figure 1H). 

The subthreshold maximal voltage deflection and the steady state voltage response to the 500 ms square 

current injection displayed rectification at positive values and a voltage sag at negative values (Figure J), 

the size of which depends on the maximal voltage deflection (Figure K). The two MSO neurons showed 

very similar subthreshold voltage dynamics (Figure J and K). Taken together, the voltage signaling in bats 

resembles the activation of potassium and hyperpolarization-activated and cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) 

channels, found in other species (Hassfurth et al., 2009; Tong et al., 2010; Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2015). 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure 1: Basal parameters of principal MNTB neurons of the bat Phyllostomus discolor 

A. Resting potentials of MNTB (blue, n=23) and MSO (orange, n=2) neurons. The black circle shows median values 

with the first and third quartile. 

B. Exemplary average membrane hyperpolarization in response to a -5 pA current injection. The red line indicates 

an exponential fit, used to extract the membrane time constant. 

C. Exemplary average current response to a -5 mV hyperpolarization from a holding potential of -66 mV. Inset shows 

the course of membrane charging. 

D. Membrane time constants (τmem) of MNTB (blue) and MSO (orange) neurons. Black symbols show median and 

first and third quartiles. 

E. Input resistance (Rin, left) and effective capacitance (Ceff ,right) of MNTB (blue) and MSO (orange) neurons. Black 

circles show the median values. 

F. Ramp current (0.3 ms rise and 0.8 ms declining time) of 100 pA intervals was injected until action potentials could 

be evoked. The first suprathreshold response (black line) was used to determine the voltage threshold (cross), 

halfwidth (red line) and AP amplitude. 

G. Distribution of voltage threshold (Vthres), halfwidth and action potential amplitude (left, middle and right, 

respectively) of MNTB (blue) and MSO (orange) neurons. Black dots are the median values for MNTB neurons, with 

first and third quartiles. 

H. The estimated current threshold determined with ramp injections, as shown in E, is plotted against the current 

needed to excite the neurons with a square, 0.5 s long step for every MNTB (blue) and MSO (orange) cell. The gray 

line shows axis unity. Note that double as much current is required for the ramp steps, indicating that the capacitive 

element is crucial for action potential generation. The black circle shows the pair of average thresholds ±SEM. 

I. IV curves of an MNTB neuron show onset response and rectification at positive voltages. 

J. Average maximum (solid lines) and steady state (dotted lines) voltage deflection of MNTB (open circles) neurons, 

induced by current step injections of 100 pA. Light blue lines show individual cells. The two MSO cells are also shown 

(orange lines).  

K. The difference between voltage minimum and steady state (sag) is plotted against the voltage minimum. Data 

shown as average±SEM.  
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Another hallmark feature of rodent and cat auditory brainstem neurons is the presence of low voltage-

activated potassium currents (Grigg et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2005; Gazula et al., 2010; Johnston et al., 

2010; Tong et al., 2010; Khurana et al., 2011; Golding et Oertel, 2012; Chambers et al., 2017; Nabel et 

al., 2019), which are usually generated by DTX-sensitive Kv1 channels. To assess their presence in adult 

bat MNTB neurons, we pharmacologically isolated whole-cell potassium currents from 6 cells and applied 

80 nM DTX to block Kv1 channels (Figure 2A). We noticed that a non-inactivating outward current remains 

after DTX application. To qualify the Kv1 current contribution to whole-cell potassium currents, we 

substracted control from DTX-applied currents (Figure 2B), and plotted the peak and steady state values 

(Figure 2C). We observed that Kv1 channels begin to open at -56 mV, and the peak and steady state current 

reached 2.74±0.42 nA and 1.47±0.38 nA respectively, at 4 mV. The fraction of inactivation ((peak  – steady 

state) / peak) at positive voltage values ranges from 0.46 to 0.53. In order to examine the molecular 

identity of DTX-sensitive currents, the expression pattern of Kv1.1 channels was probed by 

immunofluorescence. We observed that Kv1.1 is present in principle MNTB neurons, biased to their soma 

(Figure 2D, E). 

So far, bat MNTB neurons appeared to match in membrane properties with those of rodents. Next, we 

tested their ability to faithfully respond to high frequency stimulations, by injecting repetitive, brief 

current pulses close to current threshold (Figure 3A). This approach highlights the intrinsic properties of 

these neurons irrespectively of synaptic input. Pulse trains of a determined stimulation frequency were 

repeated ten times to measure the probability of action potential generation (Figure 3A). At low 

frequencies of 50 Hz only a few failures mostly at the second pulse were observed. This specific loss of 

action potential responses was especially pronounced at 100 Hz stimulation. Starting at 300 Hz, MNTB 

neurons failed to follow throughout the stimulation train, and at 800 Hz essentially the onset action 

potential remained (Figure 3B). Therefore, we conclude that close to threshold, bat MNTB neurons appear 

not specifically well tuned for faithful high frequency firing. Moreover, the steady state probability of 

action potential generation, calculated as the average rate of evoked action potentials, declined in a 

frequency-dependent manner (Figure 3C, top).  

To highlight the specific loss of action potential generation at the second pulse of the trains, we subtracted 

the firing ratio of the second stimulus from the average spike probability at steady state (Figure 3C, 

bottom). We observed significant impairment of the neurons’ ability to respond suprathreshold at the 

second pulse from frequencies of 100 to 500 Hz (paired t-test; 100 Hz: p=0.0039; 300 Hz: p=0.0078; 400 

Hz: p=0.029; 500 Hz: p=0.035). This impairment might mechanistically be a result of the interaction 

between long AHP and a fast second incoming input. A long AHP might increase the current that is 

required to reach threshold. Therefore, close to current threshold some inputs might fail to elicit action 

potentials.  

To test this hypothesis, we examined the relative AHP duration and the frequency, where the action 

potential success rate dropped below 50% (Figure 3D). We noticed that neurons with longer AHP produce 

failures on the second spike already at lower frequencies. Since AHP duration of all those neurons 

surpasses the interstimulus duration, we propose that AHP could play a suppressive role in excitability at 

high frequencies near current threshold. 
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Figure 2: Low voltage-activated potassium currents in bat MNTB principal neurons 

A. Whole-cell potassium currents before (left) and after application of 80 nM DTX. Currents were evoked between -

86 and 24 mV with 10 mV intervals. 

B. Isolated Kv1 channels, obtained from subtracting residual outward currents after DTX application from whole-cell 

potassium currents. 

C. Peak and steady state outward potassium currents of Kv1 channels 

D. Immunofluorescent labeling of bat MNTB neurons against MAP-2 (green) and Kv1.1 (red) antibodies. Scale bar: 

100 μm 

E. Kv1.1 (red) is strongly expressed on the soma of MNTB neurons. Scale bar: 10 μm 
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Figure 3: Action potential breakdown during train 

stimulations in MNTB neurons 

 

A. Trains of step currents, set at 10% above current 

threshold with varying interstimulus frequencies (50, 

100, 300, 400, 500, 666 and 800 Hz) were injected 

(top) ten times, the membrane potential (m. p.) was 

recorded (middle) and action potentials were 

detected (bottom). n=13. 

B. Action potential generation success rate per pulse 

and interstimulus frequency. Data shown as 

average±SEM. 

C. Top; success rate of steady state action potential 

generation drops with increasing interstimulus 

frequency. Bottom; difference of success rate 

between steady state and second pulse (SR ratio) 

displays an impairment of neurons to respond 

suprathreshold to fast stimuli near threshold in a 

frequency-dependent manner. Light blue lines show 

individual MNTB neurons. Data as average±SEM. 

D. The first frequency that evoked less than 50% 

success rate from C was plotted against the 

afterhypepolarization duration of each individual 

neuron. 
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Calyx of Held synapses receive large and fast EPSCs with slow short-term depression rate 

 

Synaptic transmission in the MNTB is dominated by the strong somatic excitation delivered by the calyx 

of Held. This synaptic transmission has been studied in detail in rodents (von Gersdorff and Borst, 2002; 

Schneggenburger and Forsythe, 2006; Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2011; Borst and van Hoeve, 2012). The 

large number of release sites of a single calyx of Held synapse supports the physiological one-to-one 

connectivity to generate faithful suprathreshold information transfer during ongoing stimulations in vitro 

and in vivo (Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2002; Hermann et al., 2007; Englitz et al., 2009; Lorteije et al., 2009; 

Kladisios et al., 2020). It is less clear how this synapse operates in other mammalian systems. Only some 

in vivo data from cats (Guinan and Li, 1990; Mc Laughlin et al., 2008) and guinea pigs (Stasiak et al., 2018) 

have been obtained and suggest that this input allows for ongoing one-to-one transmission. Biophysical 

data for high frequency specialists, such as echo-locating bats, are missing. 

Using fiber stimulation, we recorded large and fast synaptic currents that showed strong inward 

rectification from eight MNTB neurons of Phyllostomus discolor (Figure 4A). The average EPSC size 

recorded at -73 mV, approximating the resting membrane potential, was 5.6±1.05 nA (Figure 4A, n=8). 

The EPSC decayed mono-exponentially with a median time course of 0.24 ms (Figure 4B, left). A single 

EPSC decay time course and the lack of an apparent second component indicated an exclusive 

electrogenic AMPAR-mediated EPSC, similar to mature rodents (Taschenberger and von Gersdorff, 2000; 

Joshi et al., 2004; Kladisios, et al. 2020). Additionally, the low rectification index of 0.27 indicated a 

dominance of GluR4 subunits in the postsynaptic AMPA receptors (Washburn et al., 1997; Koike-Tani et 

al., 2005) (Figure 4B, right). 

High stimulation frequencies typically lead to STD (von Gersdorff and Borst, 2002; Lorteije et al., 2009). 

Still, in vivo recordings challenge this view, in that the synapses hardly depress (Sierksma and Borst, 2017). 

This discrepancy might be caused by decreased probability of vesicle release, which is influenced by the 

amount of calcium influx through voltage-gated calcium channels. Thus, lowering extracellular calcium 

concentration can imitate the in vivo situation (Lorteije et al., 2009; Borst, 2010). Additionally, STF is 

potentially concealed by the strong depression and might be unmasked by lowering the release 

probability (Felmy et al., 2003; Müller et al., 2008). 

In order to assess STP in adult bats, we recorded 20-pulse trains of varying frequencies in physiological 

calcium concentration. Both STD and STF were observed in a frequency-dependent manner (Figure 4, C). 

Normalized EPSCs to the first pulse reveal depression already from the second stimulus of frequencies 

below 100 Hz, while above 100 Hz, facilitation was found (Figure 4D). Three, six and seven of all eight cells 

facilitated at 100, 300 and 500 Hz, respectively and one cell showed marginal STF at 50 Hz. Steady state 

depression between frequencies only statistically increased between 50 and 500 Hz (Figure 4E, bottom; 

ANOVA with post-hoc Tuckey test, p=0.018). Overall, principal MNTB neurons exhibit a stimulation 

frequency-dependent interplay between facilitation and depression. 
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In chemical synapses, the size of the postsynaptic EPSC is determined by the readily releasable pool of 

synaptic vesicles and their release probability (Neher, 1998; Kaeser and Regehr, 2017). The majority of 

synaptic vesicles in the calyx of Held has a low release probability of 0.2 and above (Schneggenburger et 

al., 1999) and is recruited and replenishing rapidly. A smaller amount of vesicles undergo superpriming, a 

molecular process that augments the release probability of synaptic vesicles (Lee et al., 2013). Normal 

priming is fast, around 100 ms, while superpriming can last seconds (Neher, 2017). Therefore, 

superprimed vesicles are believed to be important in successfully transmitting onset responses, since their 

high release probability causes large EPSCs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure 4: Calyx of Held synapses are large and depress slightly in bats 

A. Left; exemplary IV response of single fiber EPSCs of a bat MNTB neuron. Right; large, average EPSC peaks at 

different holding potentials show inward rectifying currents at positive voltages. n=8. Data shown as average±SEM. 

B. Left; fast EPSC decay time (τEPSC) of individual MNTB neurons (open circles) have a median value (filled circle) of 

0.24 ms. Right; rectification index for inward rectifying AMPA currents, measured as the ratio of a projected straight 

line, fitted from -93 mV to -23 mV, and the recorded current at 47 mV. Filled symbol shows median and first and 

third quartiles. 

C. Calyces of Held were presynaptically stimulated at different frequencies in order to study STP. Here, 20-pulse 

stimulation trains of 50, 300 and 500 Hz of a single calyx are demonstrated. Scale bar: 2 nA, 10 ms. 

D. Normalized STP to the first EPSC for train stimulations of varying frequencies. 300 and 500 Hz stimulations 

demonstrate STF for the first and second pulse. Data shown as average±SEM. 

E. Top; paired pulse ratio (PPR) of the second EPSC shows STF for high frequencies. Bottom; steady state depression, 

shown as the average STP of the last three pulses. Synapses depress similarly between frequencies. Data as 

average±SEM 

F. Large synapses (open symbols) tend to depress more than smaller synapses (closed symbols) when normalized to 

the first pulse. Large synapses release a larger ratio of synaptic vesicles at low frequencies (left), presumably due to 

superpriming. Stimulation at higher frequencies results in loss of variability at steady state (right), since less recovery 

time limits the superpriming process. Inset; standard deviation of steady state EPSCs decreases with higher 

stimulation frequencies. 

G. Summary of 8 synapses, where the first EPSC is plotted against steady state of the different stimulation 

frequencies. Correlation drops in a frequency-dependent manner, indicating that at high frequencies superprimed 

synapticle vesicles are depleted. The dotted line represents the identity line, where slope equal to 1 shows no 

depression. Frequencies color coded as in D. 
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Taschenberger et al. (2016) argue that the EPSC variability in MNTB synapses subsides when they are 

challenged with high frequency stimulation, due to fast depletion of superprimed synaptic vesicles. Here, 

we report similar findings (Figure 4F). As an example, at 10 Hz a large synapse mediates strong EPSCs even 

at steady state compared to a smaller one. Both synapses depress at the same EPSC level at 500 Hz 

stimulation. Also, the standard deviation of the responses to the last three pulses of the train decreased 

with high frequency stimulation (Figure 4F; inset). To further test, whether two populations of synaptic 

vesicles are released with different probability, we plotted the first EPSC against the steady state 

amplitude (Figure 4G). We noticed that they correlate well at low, but not at higher frequencies. From 

these results, it may be interpreted that STD is caused by distinct subpopulations of vesicle transmission. 

 

Principal MNTB neurons respond faithfully even at high stimulation frequencies 

 

Principal MNTB neurons of Phyllostomus discolor receive large and fast EPSCs through AMPARs that 

facilitate at high stimulation frequencies and display low frequency-dependent synaptic depression. 

Furthermore, their membrane time constant is nine times slower than the EPSC decay, so that most of 

the current is used to charge the membrane. The rapid charging might increase the efficiency of 

information transfer and time locking between input and output (London et al., 2002; Cathala et al., 

2003). In order to delve into the functional role of fast transmission and STP of the calyx of Held, we 

generated AMPA conductance templates (EPSGs) of 20 pulses at different frequencies (10, 50, 100, 300, 

500 and 800 Hz). The peak conductance of a single EPSC input (95 nS) corresponded with the values 

measured and presented in figure 4A and the pulse decayed with the median τEPSC. From one EPSG 

template, STP was excluded and the pulses were of equal amplitude, while all other showed average 

facilitation and depression, as described in figure 4D. For the 800 Hz templates, we increased the 

facilitation and depression rate by 10%. The conductance threshold of each neuron was identified, by 

scaling and injecting EPSG pulses in 10% steps until an action potential could be elicited. Overall, 22 MNTB 

neurons were examined. 

First, we averaged the success rate of all evoked action potentials according to stimulation frequency 

(Figure 5B). As expected, one input without STP almost always elicits action potentials at all frequencies. 

STP has no effect on stimuli of up to 300 Hz and only induces minor failures at 500 (2%) and 800 Hz (12.4%). 

When the first pulse was downscaled to 10% above conductance threshold, we observed failures, 

especially for stimuli of 300 Hz and above. Even when the spike amplitude was equal through the train, 

32% and 68% failures were observed in 500 and 800 Hz, respectively. At threshold, the spike success rate 

for templates without and with STP reached 50% at 652 and 360 Hz respectively (Figure 5B). 

To assess how neuronal output develops during stimulation trains, we plotted the average success ratio 

of suprathreshold events against the stimulus number. For stimuli of one input, some failures for 800 Hz 

without STP, and more with STP were observed. In contrast, MNTB neurons failed considerably more 

often near threshold. Even without STP, neurons responded poorly from 300 Hz and above (Figure 5C). At 

the same time, we tested the temporal accuracy of those train stimulations, by calculating the latency, as 

the time interval between EPSG and action potential peak, and the synaptic jitter, as the standard 
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deviation of latency. Data from 500 and 800 Hz of EPSGs near threshold were not included in the analysis, 

because they failed more than half of the trials. The average latency of the first spike from one-input sized 

templates was low (133.4 μs). At frequencies above 500 Hz the latency increased during the train without 

STP. Importantly, we noticed desynchronization of the synapse as an effect of STP, even for stimuli of 10 

Hz. These data highlight the high accuracy of MNTB neurons at the beginning of a stimulus, and the poor 

temporal integration for ongoing activity. Close to threshold, overall latency increase is more prominent 

(Figure 5D). Synaptic jitter was also affected by conductance strength and stimulation frequencies through 

the EPSG templates. The synaptic jitter of one-input templates was comparable with or without STP for 

stimuli up to 300 Hz. On the other hand, synaptic jitter close to threshold was increased and STP 

prominently desynchronized the calyx (Figure 5E). Overall, principal MNTB neurons respond faithfully to 

the large synaptic inputs, but STD impairs temporal fidelity even at low stimulation frequencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
Figure 5: Calyx of Held synapses mediate reliable and accurate postsynaptic excitation 

A. Conductance templates (EPSGs) that approximated kinetics and amplitude of an average EPSC, as recorded in 

figure 4, are injected in MNTB neurons at excitatory strength resembling one input (red trace), or at 10% above 

conductance threshold (black trace; top). Action potential generation was recorded (bottom). Four sets of EPSGs of 

varying interstimulus frequencies were presented 10 times to 22 MNTB neurons, with STP resembling the average 

normalized values of figure 4D and without STP for both single inputs and threshold values. Scale bars: 20 nS, 20 mV, 

5 ms. 

B. Action potential generation success rate according to template set and frequency. Single inputs guarantee output 

generation, but with some failures at 800 Hz due to STP. At threshold, failures greatly increase for stimulations above 

300 Hz, and even without STP, only two thirds and one third of spikes are elicited for 500 and 800 Hz, respectively. 

Data shown as average±SEM. 

C. Average success rate of action potential generation plotted against stimulus numbers for all frequencies, with or 

without STP of templates resembling single inputs (left), or close to conductance threshold (right). 

D. Latency of MNTB EPSCs depends on conductance strength and stimulation frequency. High frequencies and STP 

destabilize the neurons. Color coding as shown in C. 

E. Synaptic jitter is mostly affected in a frequency-dependent manner for conductances with added STP. 
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Finally, we investigated the absolute refractory period of principal MNTB neurons. To that end, we 

stimulated the 22 neurons of the previous experiment with templates containing an EPSG with varying 

interstimulus frequencies of 10 to 2000 Hz. Each stimulus was repeated 10 times and the rate of successful 

second action potential generation was calculated. The stimuli were scaled to represent an average EPSC, 

and 10% above action potential threshold (Figure 6A). In figure 6B we plotted the average success rate of 

all neurons against interstimulus frequencies. At conductance of one input, every second stimulus was 

able to elicit an action potential for paired pulse stimuli up to 666 Hz (1.5 ms). Even at 1000 Hz (1 ms), 

92% of trials integrated the second spike, and at an extreme of 2000 Hz paired stimulus (0.5 ms), 20.8% 

pulses successfully generated a second action potential. On the other hand, when both pulses were set at 

10% above threshold, all stimuli effectively were integrated with paired pulse frequency up to 40 Hz (25 

ms). Then, for 100 (10 ms), 200 (5 ms) and 500 Hz (2 ms) we noticed a gradual decrease of the second 

action potential generation success probability of 92.6, 91.3 and 85.2%, respectively. At 666 Hz, 60.2%, 

and at 1000 Hz only 20.1% of pulses elicited two action potentials. Finally, at 2000 Hz the success rate 

dropped to only 0.8% (Figure 6B). Additionally, we measured the cutoff frequency, where the success rate 

of the second pulse dropped below 75% for each neuron. We noted a significant reduction of this cutoff 

frequency between conductances of a single input and near threshold, which reached 1238 and 745 Hz 

respectively (paired t-test, p=5.74*10-6; Figure 6B, inset). In summary, principal MNTB neurons are 

biophysically able to separate, and relay onset inputs even at high frequencies. Since the discharge rate 

of globular bushy cells can potentially reach 700 Hz (Rudnicki and Hemmert, 2017), we presume that such 

onset signals are transfered with high fidelity, even near current threshold. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure 6: MNTB neurons are able to integrate and fire with high fidelity 

A. Paired pulse EPSG templates with interstimulus frequencies from 10 to 2000 Hz were injected (top) and the 

success rate of the second action potential was estimated (bottom). 

B. MNTB neurons can distinguish two single calyceal inputs at 1000 Hz with high success rate. This discriminatory 

ability attenuates when the input is weaker. Inset; cutoff frequency, where action potential generation drops below 

75% significantly differs between one input and 10% above conductance threshold (paired t-test, p=5.74*10-6). 

*p<0.001 
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5.5. Discussion 

 

In order to characterize membrane and synaptic properties of principal MNTB neurons and to assess their 

temporal fidelity, we have applied current, voltage and dynamic clamp recordings in acute brain slices of 

the bat Phyllostomus discolor. We have shown that they structurally and biophysically resemble those of 

other low frequency hearing mammals and can promote information transfer with high fidelity at onset 

sounds, but with decaying temporal accuracy during ongoing stimuli. 

 

Biophysical function of bat MNTB neurons 

 

The membrane properties of Phyllostomus discolor MNTB neurons showed similarities in their membrane 

decay time and input resistance with those of non-echolocating mammals (Wu and Kelly, 1991; Banks 

and Smith, 1992; Kladisios et al., 2020), indicating that they are biophysically and functionally homolog. 

All bat MNTB neurons that we investigated elicited an onset spike, similar with other species (Banks and 

Smith, 1992; Forsythe, 1994; Klug and Trussell, 2006), due to low voltage-activated potassium channels, 

mainly containing Kv1.1 and Kv1.2 subunits (Brew and Forsythe, 1995; Dodson et al., 2002; Johnston et 

al., 2010). We have shown that Kv1.1 channels are expressed in the soma of bat MNTB neurons and 

generate the DTX-sensitive low voltage-activated potassium current. This current is thought to be a key 

mechanism for the firing behavior. Additionally, we described that MNTB neurons elicit brief action 

potentials with short half-width and that they can sustain repetitive, high frequency firing. This ability to 
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repolarize rapidly after an action potential has been attributed to high voltage-activated Kv3 currents that 

are expressed in the mammalian auditory brainstem (Wang et al., 1998; Rudy and McBain, 2001). 

 

Reliable synaptic transmission of bat MNTB neurons 

 

The strong and fast excitatory input of the calyx of Held is 10-fold larger than required to elicit a 

postsynaptic action potential. In that aspect, the calyceal signal matches that of other rodents 

(Taschenberger and von Gersdorff, 2000; Joshi et al., 2004). We have shown that almost every MNTB 

neuron facilitates at the beginning of train stimuli at high frequencies and that they depress more slowly. 

Taschenberger et al. (2016) argued that fast releasing pools of synaptic vesicles are differentiated into 

normally primed vesicles with low release probability, and superprimed vesicles that are rapidly released 

and depleted. Our data support those observations in the bat calyx of Held, although we inferred our 

conclusions not from single synapses, but from the whole neuronal populations that we examined. 

Superprimed synaptic vesicles provide additional enhanced synaptic strength at the beginning of the 

stimulus that is able to override the limitations of the action potential generator. Thus, the onset of a 

burst of activity can be integrated with higher probability. 

We also showed that the ability of MNTB neurons to faithfully integrate and sign-convert calyceal inputs 

depends on synaptic strength. With no preceding depression, such as at the beginning of sound bursts, 

pairs of inputs up to 1000 Hz are safely integrated. This increased integration rate is relevant to the circuit. 

In vivo acoustic stimulation studies demonstrated that MNTB neurons can accurately follow sinusoidally 

amplitude modulated sounds of high frequencies up to 800 Hz (Grothe and Park, 1998) with greater  

entrainment than other mammals (Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2008), such that temporal information from 

the cochlea is preserved in the MNTB output. However, during stimulation trains as low as 10 Hz, in spite 

of high output rate, we have shown that STP compromises temporal accuracy in a frequency-dependent 

manner.  

Another factor that is often overlooked in in vitro experiments is the effect of spontaneous activity of 

brainstem nuclei in faithful transmission and temporal fidelity. For MNTB neurons, varying levels of 

spontaneous firing between acoustic stimuli have been recorded in gerbils, rats and cats (Smith et al., 

1998; Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2003; Kadner et al., 2006; Hermann et al., 2007). Those spikes might 

interfere with recycling of synaptic vesicles and lead to prominent, presynaptically mediated depression 

of the calyx (Hermann et al., 2007). Such spontaneous activity in bat MNTB neurons can lead to more 

frequent failures in output generation and impairment of temporal fidelity. On the other hand, 

background activity could impose synaptic steady state depression that might give rise to temporal 

stability. 

Overall, we have shown that large EPSCs, mediated through the bat calyx of Held, provide a high success 

rate of postsynaptic integration and output generation, especially at the onset of sound bursts. However, 

bat MNTB neurons are not biophysically well-tuned to rapid stimuli and may forward output with 

attenuated temporal fidelity. 
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6. General Discussion 

 

The main conclusion of this study is that nuclei of the auditory brainstem undergo late postnatal 

development, a time period where they accelerate their membrane and synaptic properties and increase 

their excitability. Each auditory nucleus of the brainstem encodes distinct input-output functions 

according to their biophysical specializations that promote their function in the circuitry. 

 

6.1. Passive membrane properties accelerate during maturation and influence intrinsic 

excitability 

 

Commonly, a gradual decrease in input resistance has been reported for various auditory nuclei (Ahuja 

and Wu., 2000; Magnusson et al., 2005; Hoffpauir et al., 2010; Ammer et al., 2012; Franzen et al., 2015; 

Kladisios et al., 2020), mostly caused by upregulation of potassium (Scott et al., 2005; Franzen et al., 

2015; Franzen et al., 2020) or HCN channels (Hassfurth et al., 2009; Khurana et al., 2012). Subsequently, 

the membrane time constant, as a product of resistance and capacitance, is also developmentally 

downregulated and the time window for input integration decreases in matured neurons.  

In this thesis we observed a significant decrease of membrane time constants for all nuclei that 

corroborates the findings of previous studies (Scott et al., 2005; Ammer et al., 2012; Caspari et al., 2015). 

Matured VNLL and MNTB shared similar membrane time constants and input resistances, and membrane 

properties of principal bat MNTB neurons mostly resembled those of gerbils. The most striking 

acceleration was detected in the matured MSO neurons, where it dropped in the sub-millisecond range, 

similar with other studies (Scott et al., 2005; Couchman et al., 2010). MSO neurons highly express low 

and high voltage-activated potassium channels in the soma (Grigg et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2005; 

Matthews et al., 2010) and we showed that both are open at rest (Nabel et al., 2019). Additionally, 

hyperpolarization-activated currents (Ih) are highly upregulated in matured MSO neurons. This Ih current, 

combined with large potassium currents, reduces the membrane time constant further (Khurana et al., 

2012), allowing the detection of coincident inputs with temporal sub-millisecond precision. Matured DNLL 

neurons also accelerate their membrane properties, as previously reported (Ahuja and Wu, 2000; Ammer 

et al., 2012), and generate shorter integration time windows. DNLL neurons of both ages were easily 

excitable and some fired spontaneously in vitro. 

Furthermore, we showed that the voltage threshold of matured neurons of the VNLL and MSO was 

significantly reduced. This modification is probably caused by differential expression and geometrical 

distribution of Nav channels (Kress et al., 2010). For matured MSO neurons, the lowering of voltage 

threshold counteracts the leak current, caused by open potassium channels. Interestingly, all matured 

neurons became intrinsically more excitable, since the distance between resting potential and voltage 

threshold was reduced. Thus, maturation of membrane properties appear to promote the synaptically 

evoked output. 
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6.2. Late postnatal development influences synaptic transmission in the auditory 

brainstem 

 

During the late postnatal development, glutamatergic EPSCs driven by AMPA receptors can increase in 

size and accelerate (Taschenberger and von Gersdorff, 2000; Futai et al., 2001; Koike-Tani et al., 2005; 

Ammer et al., 2012). This acceleration has functional implications for synaptic integration (Cathala et al., 

2003; Ammer et al., 2012), since short EPSCs trigger postsynaptic spikes with higher temporal precision 

(Rodriguez-Molina et al., 2007). 

In this part of our study, we aimed to measure the size and kinetics of EPSCs from single fibers. Our data 

demonstrated that matured VNLL neurons receive larger EPSCs after the developmental maturation of 

the enbulb (Berger et al., 2014). EPSC size, previously recorded from matured VNLL mice were larger 

(Caspari et al., 2015), probably due to the difference of extracellular calcium concentration between our 

experiments. No EPSC size difference was detected between P9/10 and matured principal MNTB neurons. 

This is in line with data from rats (Taschenberger and von Gersdorff, 2000), but not from mice (Futai et 

al., 2001), where a small developmental increase in size was reported. Additionally, the average measured 

EPSC size of bat MNTB neurons was more similar to Mongolian gerbils that mice (Futai et al., 2001). 

However, bats showed higher variability in EPSC size as those of Mongolian gerbils. The EPSC size of MSO 

neurons also increased after maturation. However, this amplitude was smaller in matured MSO neurons 

in comparison with previous work (Couchman et al., 2010), probably due to different calcium 

concentration between our recording solutions. Finally, the EPSC size of matured DNLL did not alter 

significantly, as was shown before (Ammer et al., 2012), but maturation led to a wider amplitude range.  

Shortly after hearing onset, the subunit composition of AMPA receptors is developmentally regulated. In 

the developing brain, GluR2 expression is decreased (Caicedo and Eybalin, 1999) for the MSO (Franzen et 

al., 2020) and the MNTB (Joshi et al., 2004; Youssoufian et al., 2005). However, in the VNLL it has been 

suggested that GluR2 expression increases (Caicedo and Eybalin, 1999). GluR2-lacking AMPARs, mostly 

including GluR4 subunits, are inwardly rectifying and calcium-permeable, deactivate faster (Geiger et al., 

1995) and therefore mediate rapidly decaying EPSPs (Lawrence and McBain, 2003; Isaac et al., 2007). Our 

data showed that after maturation, the rectification index significantly decreased in all nuclei other than 

the MNTB, indicating a shift towards more abundant GluR2-lacking AMPARs. The reduction of the 

rectification index was most prominent in the MSO. We therefore pharmacologically demonstrated that 

the majority of matured MSO AMPARs are consisted of mostly GluR4 subunits, by selectively blocking 

GluR2-lacking AMPARs with the IEM-1460 antagonist. 

NMDA receptors are usually downregulated in the developing auditory brainstem (Bellingham et al., 

1998; Taschenberger and von Gersdorff, 2000; Youssoufian et al., 2005; Ammer et al., 2012), as 

corroborated here. We have shown that no NMDAR-mediated currents could be evoked either for 

matured MSO or gerbil and bat MNTB. This contrasts previous data from gerbil MSO of P29 (Winters and 

Golding, 2018) and rat MNTB of P21 (Steinert et al., 2010), where NMDA-mediated currents were 
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decreased, but not completely disappeared. A reason for this discrepancy might be the age of the animals 

that were used. Since gerbils from our experiments were older than P50, we cannot exclude a late 

downregulation of NMDARs. However, NMDARs decreased but persisted in our matured DNLL and VNLL 

synapses. NMDAR-mediated currents amplify output generation (Wolszon et al., 1997), especially with 

high frequency stimulation, when these currents potentially summate. However, they may interfere with 

the fidelity of high frequency transmission (Futai et al., 2001). Finally, NMDARs allow Ca2+ ions to 

permeate. Hence, at matured MSO (Franzen et al., 2020) and probably MNTB neurons, the sole source of 

calcium influx remains the GluR2-lacking glutamate receptors. 

 

6.3. Strength-duration curves reliably predict excitability in whole-cell recordings 

 

In order to further elucidate the developmental intrinsic excitability, we employed a powerful tool, the 

strength-duration curves (Weiss, 1901; Lapicque, 2007). These curves have been historically used for non-

invasive, extracellular testing of nerve excitability (Mogyoros et al., 1996; Nodera and Kaji, 2006). Classic 

nerve conduction studies with strength-duration protocols have been used to test peripheral nerve 

disorders (Krarup and Moldovan, 2009) that are caused by axonal degeneration, such as amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis (Mogyoros et al., 1998). Strength-duration curves can be described by two parameters, 

the rheobase and chronaxie. Rheobase is the lowest stimulus amplitude needed for action potential 

generation relating to a large stimulus width and chronaxie is the stimulus duration of twice the rheobase 

(Holsheimer et al., 2000). Both are mostly influenced by the leakage current and membrane time 

constant, although temperature and fiber diameter contribute as well (Bostock et al., 1983; West and 

Wolstencroft, 1983). 

In our study, we have transferred these parameters to analyze cellular properties. We show that these 

strength-duration curves can be systematically employed as dose-response relationships for analyzing 

input-output functions in whole-cell recordings. Thereby, we were successful in predicting the minimum 

fiber requirements to elicit onset postsynaptic action potentials. The results extracted from this method 

were comparable with those from dynamic clamp experiments, which approximate the biophysical 

synaptic transmission. Therefore, we were able to corroborate the findings of Couchman et al. (2010), 

concerning the number of innervating fibers for MSO neurons. 

From this analysis, we were able to estimate the relevant EPSC time course that is integrated to elicit a 

postsynaptic action potential. We showed that for VNLL, MSO and DNLL there is a developmental 

decrease in integration speed, suggesting that the spike generator of matured neurons becomes more 

excitable. Additionally, for all nuclei except the MSO, the short synaptic current is integrated during the 

membrane charging, but for the MSO the EPSC is wholly integrated in that period. Hence, these kinetics 

further promote the integrated coincidence of arriving stimuli. 
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6.4. Functional role of the VNLL as a relay nucleus 

 

The VNLL neurons receive mostly monaural sound information, driven by the contralateral ear. One or 

two functional endbulbs, originating from octopus cells, converge on single principal VNLL neurons. We 

have shown that VNLL neurons of Mongolian gerbils respond with onset firing to synaptic inputs. 

Additionally, they function as band-pass synaptic filters, since they exhibit prominent frequency-

dependent STF, starting at 100 Hz stimulation, and STD, both recorded under physiological calcium 

concentration and temperature. The functional role of STF is boosting of output generation at the 

beginning of onset activity. On the other hand, STD may potentially contribute to coincidence detection 

(Kuba et al., 2002; Cook et al., 2003), assuming that two enbulbs engulf single VNLL neurons. Additionally, 

we demonstrated that NMDAR-mediated current is downregulated, but persists in matured VNLL 

neurons, slightly boosting output generation at high frequency stimulations. Considering that octopus 

cells discharge at high rates, up to 800 Hz with minimal jitter (Oertel et al., 2000; Bal and Baydas, 2009), 

NMDAR-mediated currents may summate and amplify output functions. However, whether VNLL neurons 

can faithfully follow such high frequency stimulation, due to STD is unclear. Intrinsically, they best respond 

to amplitude modulated tones of frequencies up to 300 Hz (Zhang and Kelly, 2006), which is supported 

by their low resonance frequency (Fischer et al., 2018). At this frequency, a single endbulb can mostly 

sustain input-output ongoing activity. In summary, VNLL neurons receive large EPSCs that facilitate and 

depress, conveying temporally precise onset inhibition to the IC. 

 

6.5. Functional role of the MNTB in rodents and bats 

 

Similar to the VNLL, MNTB neurons process monaural information, arriving from GBC of the contralateral 

AVCN. However, bushy cells receive relatively few auditory nerve fibers, terminating with endbulbs that 

mediate large EPSCs (Cao and Oertel, 2010). Postsynaptically, AMPARs are GluR2-lacking, and a shift from 

GluR1 to GluR3 and GluR4 accelerates the EPSC time course (Joshi et al., 2004; Youssoufian et al., 2005), 

thereby relaying information with high precision (Rodriguez-Molina et al., 2007). Our data showed that, 

unlike the VNLL, EPSC size did not change after hearing onset, but they significantly accelerated. 

GBC are high-sync neurons (Joris et al., 1994) and show very accurate phase-locking to pure tones, as well 

as entrainment to complex sounds (Rhode and Greenberg, 1994). The output of GBC is reliable and they 

maintain ongoing firing up to 700 Hz. This has implications to the GBC-MNTB circuit and the calyx may 

undergo frequency-dependent short-term depression, caused by rapid depletion of the readily releasable 

pool, decrease of release probability of synaptic vesicles, or voltage-gated calcium inactivation, as well as 

postsynaptic glutamate receptor desensitization (Forsythe et al., 1998; Wu and Borst, 1999; Koike-Tani 

et al., 2008). Occasionally, short-term facilitation, caused by residual calcium and calcium buffer 

saturation that increases release probability (Felmy et al., 2003) also occurs. Our data of both animal 

models revealed frequency-dependent short-term depression, which was more prominent in Mongolian 

gerbils. STD of bats, however, was less dependent on stimulation frequency. Previously, it has been shown 
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that short-term plasticity events decrease after maturation of the calyx (Crins et al., 2011), which would 

turn the MNTB to pure relay neurons. We have demonstrated that STD decreases in mature Mongolian 

gerbils at higher frequency, but we did not uncover STF events either in juvenile, or matured synapses. 

One can argue that STF was masked by the strong depression (Felmy et al., 2003; Müller et al., 2008). In 

bat synapses, however, we reported prominent, frequency-dependent STF. From our bat data, we suggest 

that a distinct pool of synaptic vesicles might possess higher release probability and proposed that 

superpriming may contribute to synaptic transmission (Neher, 2017) in some neurons. Superpriming has 

been proposed from Schlüter et al. (2005) and underlies the increased release probability and slow 

recovery of a select population of synaptic vesicles. Those synapses with superprimed vesicles might play 

a role in the variability of bat synapses.  

We have shown that independent of stimulation frequency, MNTB are reliable relay neurons, with one-

to one input-output yield. Therefore, the fidelity of the high frequency stimulation of GBC is preserved. 

However, the driving factor of this reliability is not the action potential generator itself, but rather the 

large EPSCs. Large currents lead to faithful input discrimination and output generation that surpass the 

high end of stimulation frequencies of 700 Hz, delivered from GBC. Close to threshold, more failures of 

output generation emerge. Similarly, we have shown that the fast synaptic transmission at the beginning 

of a stimulus train loses its temporal fidelity even at low frequencies, partly due to reduced EPSC strength 

attributed to STD. Still, when the synapse reaches steady state depression, a temporal constancy could be 

reached and temporal information can be thus preserved. Therefore, we have shown that in gerbil and 

bat MNTB synapses, large EPSCs support synaptic transmission with high fidelity, so that especially sound 

onsets can be relayed with exquisite temporal precision. 

Our data were performed in vitro and partly counter in vivo acoustic stimulation experiments. The 

emergence of failures (Guinan and Li, 1990; Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2003) casts doubt on the 

characterization of MNTB as reliable relay nucleus (Sommer et al., 1993; Wu and Kelly, 1993). One factor 

that could differentiate in vitro and in vivo results is the substantial glycinergic, and lesser GABAergic 

innervation that MNTB neurons receive (Awatramani et al., 2004; Mayer et al., 2014; Dondzillo et al., 

2016) and could suppress EPSCs. The mere presence of those inhibitory inputs questions the role of the 

MNTB as passive relay nucleus. In vitro, the effect of those currents in conjunction with EPSCs is difficult 

to assay. Furthermore, our experiments presuppose that the synapse is silent, and is maintained without 

pre-activity, thus the vesicle pool is full. This does not seem to be the case in vivo, since MNTB neurons 

show spontaneous activity, thus retaining the synapse in a state of constant depression (Hermann et al., 

2007) and acting as tonic synapses (Lorteije et al., 2009). If the synapse were in constant steady state 

depression, output failures and loss of temporal accuracy could appear more often. The temporal fidelity 

could then approximate our attenuated values near current threshold and failures can emerge even at 

300 Hz. Additionally, background activity questions the efficiency of synapses with superprimed synaptic 

vesicles, since they would lack the time to regenerate. In that case, the size of onset EPSCs would be 

smaller than measured under conditions of “silent synapses”. 

Overall, our data showed that the MNTB is a reliable passive relay nucleus. In a silent synapse, the cochlear 

temporal information is forwarded with minimum synaptic latency, which is essential for sound 
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localization coding. Biophysically, fast membrane and synaptic kinetics, as well as high expression of DTX-

sensitive channels supplement the fast output generation. 

 

 

6.6. The MSO as coincidence integrator 

 

A key factor for coincidence detection of MSO neurons is their biophysical properties, namely the low 

input resistance that effectively shortens the integrational temporal window (Scott et al., 2005). Incoming 

EPSCs must temporally coincide in order to drive the MSO. We have shown that those EPSCs increase in 

size in matured MSO neurons and accelerate, matching the membrane kinetics (Kladisios et al., 2020). 

We have provided pharmacological evidence that developing EPSCs downregulate the AMPAR GluR2, and 

probably switching to GluR4 subunits. The latter are inwardly rectifying and calcium-permeable, rendering 

those glutamate receptors the only entry point of calcium in matured MSO neurons (Franzen et al., 2020). 

As previously described, GluR4 subunits accelerate the EPSC time course (Joshi et al., 2004; Youssoufian 

et al., 2005), which is functionally important for ITD tuning. We also showed that NMDARs were 

downregulated and no NMDAR-mediated current could be elicited (Franzen et al., 2020; Kladisios et al., 

2020). Fast kinetics of EPSCs and EPSPs are important for the acuity of ITD functions (Kuba et al., 2003), 

therefore the expression and regulation of voltage-gated channels are central to processing binaural cues. 

Specifically, ITD discrimination was impaired by DTX-sensitive, low voltage-activated potassium channels 

(Chirila et al., 2007). We have demonstrated the distinct distribution of low and high voltage-activated 

potassium channels in the soma and dendrites of matured MSO neurons and those channels influence the 

input resistance (Nabel et al., 2019). The temporal acuity is further refined by high expression of Ih 

currents that reduce the input resistance and membrane time constant (Khurana et al., 2012; Baumann 

et al., 2013).  

Our recordings showed that a gerbil MSO neuron must minimally integrate four average, coincident EPSCs 

to generate an action potential from rest, corroborating previous studies (Couchman et al., 2010). 

However, ten inputs are required at a steadily depressed synapse. Moreover, taking the strong inhibition 

into account, more inputs are expected to be required, especially at high stimulation frequencies to retain 

temporal accuracy. We also uncovered postsynaptic adaptations relating to membrane resonance that 

lead to higher output yield, when stimulated with frequencies of 300 Hz (Fischer et al., 2018). Therefore, 

we conclude that the MSO is a finely tuned coincident integrator nucleus. 

6.7. Functional role of DNLL neurons as temporal integrators 

 

Matured DNLL neurons are intrinsically highly excitable, in part due to the decrease in membrane time 

constant, common in auditory brainstem nuclei (Ammer et al., 2012). We have shown that a single 

excitatory input may generate output. Since DNLL neurons at rest sit close to the action potential voltage 

threshold, they can fire at a single input. Contrast to other nuclei, however, DNLL neurons had a larger 
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variability of membrane and synaptic properties (Porres et al., 2011; Ammer et al., 2012). Matured DNLL 

neurons retain, but reduce in amplitude NMDAR-mediated synaptic currents. These currents amplify EPSP 

summation and boost action potential generation at high frequencies (Porres et al., 2011; Kladisios et al., 

2020) by countering the strong GABAergic inhibition from the contralateral DNLL, without impairing 

timing and accuracy of the responses (Siveke et al., 2018). This NMDA-amplification modifies input-output 

functions and is relevant for the persistent inhibition (Porres et al., 2011). 

While recording single fiber EPSCs, the synapses depressed significantly, especially for stimulations of 300 

Hz. Therefore, we estimated that more than 10 inputs must be integrated for faithful output generation. 

We have presented evidence of postsynaptic adaptations, such as sodium channel inactivation. 

Additionally, the large glycinergic IPSCs, and the contralateral GABAergic inputs, that cannot be accounted 

for in fiber stimulation experiments, could hyperpolarize the membrane and relieve saturation and 

sodium channel inactivation. 

From our data, we conclude that the DNLL biophysically act as relay neurons at onset stimuli, due to their 

high excitability and output generation. At higher frequencies, however, they function as temporal 

integrators, requiring many inputs to overcome frequency-dependent depression and sodium channel 

inactivation. 

 

6.8. Conclusions 

 

Late postnatal development tunes the membrane properties of auditory brainstem neurons in distinct 

patterns, according to their function in the neuronal circuit. The VNLL and MNTB receive large 

glutamatergic inputs that are converted to temporally precise glycinergic output with high fidelity, and a 

single input can potentially drive them even during high frequency stimulations. The MSO substantially 

decreases its input resistance, upregulates voltage-gated potassium, and hyperpolarization-activated and 

cyclic nucleotide-gated channels, as well as decreases its calcium signaling, in order to detect coincident 

events with minimal arrival time differences. The DNLL integrates over a larger time window and is highly 

excitable. Therefore, it relays onset sounds efficiently and temporally integrates high frequency inputs. 

Thus, we have demonstrated a relationship between structure and function in auditory brainstem nuclei 

and have shown that distinct cellular properties modulate input-output functions. 
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